Slippery Rock,Pa.
Jan~ILJ. ,i945
Dear Children;
Eleanor write., such good letters
on the typewriter
that I I've decided to try
it. Hampers my spelling.Willaave
your time.The onee who should have a ..typewriter
is
Gin.
She Can rea lly do justice.
Then Imiss Sa.n's letters !3~ch.I
wish you, Ed,.
cOlld get her one before you leave the
Army • I tll looking for one ·for her.
It Was grand to be home to find Ginny,Ray,and voe aaking things
so completly
in their
stride
.We missed Sam, but his letters
came so regularly
that it
nlmost seemed that he Was there.He
is a fine yq~ng~~ster.
As aee all the rest.Was
awfully sorry to miss you folks ,Brown. Youcalled just when I couln I't get myself onx~
another public c~>nveyance. I had COUlefrom Washir,tonlin comparative
comfort But even
so it Was tiresome.
lam glad Itook the trip.!11y ~ork seelIlS easier now .As Ihave
writ~n,Miss
Jeffries,Auntie
and Aunt Kate wxeere remarkably well. That is -they
seelled so to me .They Can all put on a pretty good act.Auntie
has last some weight.
She and Uncle Dave had the best boiled hall lever tasted
.They gave me some smoked
sausage. Iwas at Aunt Kate's on Christmas Day to s1lrMkilll!.s
meal -one that would So.D9k.
justice.The
biggest news there is that Mary Joe- Jol'in~s oldest child is graduating
fro m High S~hool in ~une ~that Jeff has another divorce -grounds nonsuppoet-SURPrise!--Beth
goes out to dinner-so
far as I know that is all-with
that old Mr.
~cGinnis -the one who used to sell automobiles.
He is older than anyone we know.
She and Rena both work in town. Miss Jeffries
has a v~ry nice apartment and I Was
up there tojvery fine dinner.
It W~s especially
good be cause she used her prettiest
dishes. It seemed vevy like old times. Wish you all could have been there.
It Was all
fun to sleep every night in Ginnte~ pretty
front room-with a Warm grate fire.
And then we de9ided to ~o to see Sally and the EEl~N DEAOO~0
J oe Rays .That~ s
it-Joe
is a Deacon in the Presbyterian
Church, of all Churches !. D~ck:>n they"ll
get to heaven?Those
in this town expect to buy themseles
in .Idoub
if Joe Can.
Us 111ethodists have to depend on our good deedeD .Donl't say.. it limn beginning to
worry. Haveluatcome
b-ack from ahurch -and decided to do something for the Bishop's Crusade.
11m big about it and glad there enou~h ~f us to help C.lt the other
churches.
Byand large ,r believe we have done right1!oQsider>
ing our beginning.
We really did have the 'salt
of the earth begining .The only thing we didn'>t have
Was money.To this day !have no re~ct
fo r it~ r like us -and I think Iwould if We
were not Rays .But Isometimes wonder if I am doing as well xxx as I sho~ld .I'm
gett ing awfully
I sit-and-let-the-others-do-i~t
" Maybe I ~11 go out and get me a
Deac:on jb~. GinnieI knowo,.is letting
down the Methodists.A
typ,ing job is what yu 0
need. Then you e'an take ce.re of your churching and Joe wontt have t.o do itall.
I started
to, tel,l you about being at Tuscaloosa.'l!hat
is another place I like to gOI
Those children
are the lucky ones.But then Joe you and Jettie
are lucky too. I
doubt if yO'.l could have dione as well.You are doing a grand job of raising
them.
Maybe they will doas wellfor
your Oldfge""txellent
insurance.Tuscildlosa
is a place
We would like to live. If I find any be oO~~J!.liture
for you Illet
you know. Just
now I cant get out of town.Tµe snovl. an ice.\~nick and heavy all Over tis end.Jof the
state.The
Army has been as1!cto help c'lear the roads.
.
Ed we are terrible
sorry about the way the Amy is treating
vou. It does seem that
you ~f1&ij*~ng
the worst of it. Up to now ~your experiences
haV'e beeninteresting
but a l~
hard.Wish if you are retired
you would come here.There
are nice summer
cottages here. I I'm sure Ie-ould get you one.We would even fix you an aparlment
in our
third floor.Thin.lc about it you c:ould go to the University
of Pittsburgh.
It is only
fiftlf miles aWay.

'\ I,~

There is a lot more to tell
you but 11m too tired-been
working on, this practieally
all illay.Do you think there is any irnpr~ement
now t.h at lam ~t the end?
Take a vote t.o decide if you want me to try again.Jack
has plain gone to bed-he
canlt stand my speed.He reall;, does have a touch of intestinal
flu.He says this
haen tt made him~nY\lorse. 11m as l~mpas a ~ag. I "m glad I 1m, not in ~~ Arm,vhosp,i,tal.
They would put me \nthe patholog~cal
Wara.At taat they m~ght. be nght.Jack
has
heard nothing from the Navy...yet.
.
,
The poem I'm inclosing
Was wrltten
by Mabel Blyth.Jacck
sl~cked it up a
and sent it to McOalls.They usually
pay 30:00 dollars
but they like tab
sowell

~
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they will pay $250.00.It
really
is lovely-~~ully·heart-achey.We
do~t know when
it will come out.lonly
mention the money s~~Will have an idea what the magazine
thinks.Her
husband doesn tt)\fol'\{ake '!me- it.
I wst say ~ood-Night and drag myself off I~o ithed.I really had awfultime
~ with this
letter
.Islnt
the b hard t~JWt~~,,.q
at
Hope you donlt get -Moe ~ldid
writing
it.Thank you-Eleanor-for
the
name of the iron pills.
LOVE.,1 :(Can't
find the right puntctuation
mark.
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Dougla:>,Arizona.
Jan. 24,1;;145.
Dear Folks,
This ~obin has been a heck of a time getting
around,in
fact,a
small
lifetime.
It was here just before 1 got in the hospital
almost two months ago.
Who ia holding it up'l Everyone
who keeps it more than 48 hours should be required to pay a fine into a central
fund, the accumulation
of WhlCh fund w~uld be
used to splurge whQn the Ray Pamily gets together
after the war,as indeed,it
will.r
nominate ;::.ir Joseph for the treasury
job .... think our sister
Ruby will
in all probability
foot most of the bill
of the get-togeth.,r.
Of course W.B.
will probably be a close runner-up.
Joe shpuld be the guy to mak~ the assessments.
Yes,.i.'m home. but only on a "sick leavetl of two weeks. 1 have to go back
to uanta l-illa,teb 5, which is all too soon .... It;ft JJaV1SMunthan the lCth of this
month lijlCi the red
of the time until
y\:;;;;,tcrday spent at Sa..l1taAna Regional
Hospital.
'I 'l'hink you all got a htter
from me ju:;t before ;J. left Davis Monthan
telling
of lTl.y gripes • .:ianat Am, Hospital
is as much unlike
that place as day is
tL.'1like night.
I h.ad a big time in S!:mta Ana. It INas just like being on a vacation.
~Vent out on a pass any time I 'wanted to !?.nd stayed as long as I ,~-anted to. T~eee
they try to be nice to a guy. 1'heslJecial
services
arranged trips
for us to
go to Los Angeles,Balboa
Island,and
Laguna Beach,also
Capistrano.
Altho I had
been stationed
there over two years ago, I didnlt know there were so many
interesting
places to go until
I began swinging in on the convalescent
deal. They
really tql to get a fellow well up there and it is not a bad place to be in the
hospital
as passes are liberal.
I was on the go all t he time and most of the
time wouldnlt get in until midnight.
If a guy wanted to sl",ep late next morning,
he could. The ward ketchen was his to, cook whatever he wanted to. 'fhe refrigerator
was kept stocked with pork chops,steak,and
eggs all of which are my specialty.
('fhen I come home and starvation
stalks me, I'm back on the red points)
EVen with
starvation
breathing
down my neck, itl s grand to be home. I might add Pm way
above par in weight an'JTway. I now weigh 172 which is about as much as any Ray
ever weighed. I eat three enormous meals and don't get hungry between meals as
I used to. I eat almost anything I want and never have the slightest
pain. It is
the first
time ±Xa:k: since I've been in the army that I have nothing to worry
about ~Jld sleep like a baby. Whether I stay in the army or not, Pm never going
to work as hard again as I have the past two and a half ;ye's.rs. I've reached the
point where I donlt care whether school keps Or not.
I had another barium xre.y just before I came home, and no trace of an
ulcer Vias observable.
I told the Medicos all along that
I didn I t have an ulcer
but they insisted
that in as much as I had had ail hemorrfJ'lage I must h8ve he.d an
ulcer.
lIJeither of the two xrays found an;y actual ulcer.
I think I did have an
ulcer in '43;that
ViaS
when 1 'was working 14 to 16 hr8 a day, but I didnlt go to
the hospital
then. )'lhat I think I had was a varicose
rupture
in my stomach, but
the medocos still
say ttUlcerll• If they want to call it that, itl s O.K. with me.
If they retire
me for ulcers
and follow the regulation
in the proceedings,!
will
be l:"etired on three-fourths
of my base pay for the rest of my life v[hich would
be ,~159 per month. For that reason, I think they will return me to duty. That is
what they say at Santa ,Ana. I have to wait for all of my records to be assembled
bEfore I can meet the retirement
board which will take several weeks:ths.t
is the
reason I could get a convalescent
leave.
I don't care a hoot what the board does;
the only thing I am interested
in is that they do something soon. But the army
will not be rushed. I would like to be doi~g something/tho.
There are t-IIW,things
I need or rather 'W1illtand need one of them. liiaybe
some of you would know where, I can bu~>,them. I need a food mixer, but it takes
a high priority
to purchase one. I could use a second-handed
one. The other
thing r want is 8. camera. If you know of an;y one who has one for sale, please
.I.e" me Know.
,
I want to the.nk each one of you for writing
me while I was in the hospital.
It ,:as ~ood to h9,:"r from.you_persone.lly.
Of course,l
read Y0l:lr advice but paid
no iurt!lElr attent~on
to ~t. 1t was good to know that you were interested
enough
to giVe me acivice. I might add that 1 know of no other quintet
more capable of
,

~
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dishing out advice. Then, too, there' s Ma ~effries
who is most capable of glvlng
advice to those who give advice. I appreciated
your letters
no end,and I reread them many times.
All who mentioned the subject advised my getting out of the army. The
first
board I met which placed me on permanent limited service' asked if I
wanted out of the service.
I told them r did not. That information
was sent to
li"ashington D.C. with the request that I be assigned on permanent limited service
in my present occupational
status
and asked if 'fhere were a vacancy in the Air
Forces. hashington
sent back the information
that no vacancy existed and recommended ths.t I go before a netirement board. Then when I get over to West Coast
Training S01mnandand told the commandPersonal Equipment officer
what Washington
said,he hit the ceiling.
Said that there were just two men left in the whole
training
commandwho had been trained
in my field
and I was one of them. All the
rest had gone overseas.
The school that trained more than 1000 men has closed,
long sinc e, and now they are crying for men wh,o have training
and background in
this field.
That's the wa'jlJ. the army works. If it were not for the fact that I
know I am needed I wouldn'j" have 'stated that I wanted to stay in the service,
for you all Imow how I feel about army life.
I want out the minute the war is
over, end that c~mIt be too quick for me. The retirement
board I think will send
me back to duty. but if they don't that will be swell with me. It wodt be my
fault,and
afetr that I am going to be out for old Ed. The way I feel now I
donI t think I will even get a defense job. I thought for a l!~hile I would do that,
but Joe has about,conviced
me that I shouldnlt.
There are a lot of things I
would like to do.
Gin,yours and Ray'~ idea is grand and there is no place in the world lId
rather live than B.G., but it wouldn't be practiclW at all. Let me say that jlou
are too good natured to want to share your house with us. I think now I wil1 go
to school for about six months or so. 1'd like to go to Leland Ste.nfor9, if it
is not too expensive.
In light of that,anticipation,I
kinda hope they do retire me. 1'd brush up on biology and try for a job in wild life conservation.
JIve alviays been interested
in that.
Itl (:;a good job with little
worry and the
medicos tell me that 8iJl~ of m:vstomach trouble
if attributable
to worry and
overwork. I rather think they are right on that score. But in spite of that
thf!re are many foods that r canlt eat without caus~ng me trouble.
vYill B broke dOv1ln
and wrote me an interesting
letter
while I was in the
Davis Monthan Hospital.
So this
is for him. Yihile at Santa .Ana I went into the
mess hall end sat dOVtln
ac¢ross thea,isle from a guy who kept staring
at me. I
,thought I had ~een him somewhere before. Finally he asked me my name, I told him.
\ Oh, yes~ he said; ¥our brother used t~ be county agent in Green c.ounty. YouI re Ed.
I knew you both at Western in 1924.' That is the last time I had seen him. His
name is Elijah Frazier
and he used to play on the football
team when Coach Smith
started the team. Ramembers your basketball
playing. Later he was tea..'1ldoctor
for liiale H!gh Shhool. KneviJme there too,that
is.1arew I '..'lasthere only after he
had quit the job. Hel s a C'ptain
in the Medical Corps end stationed
at Yuma
Army Air fiUd.
Hel s €t Uttle
short red-heeded guy; It m sure you will remember him.
While I w&s in Santa Ana, I met lots of guys I had known,Tfl.anyof whom I
had gone to school with in the army and lLany I had taught. Many of the pilots
returned from both Europe and Asia after finishing
their missions.
They remembered
me and what I had taugh'i:; them. The course must have stunk for it to stand out
in their memory after flying over flak for sixty missions ~ They didn It knolNmy
llame. One of them said he remembetU a lecture
I gave his class on snakes and
since that time he had seen many of the snakes I told them about in India and
China. That lecture
hap"oened to' be one I did for the medicos here when that was
included in their medi~~l training.
Several of ihuse guys had a chest full of
ribbons. The best compliJLetlt I had paid me was five Chinese officers
C8]},eup to
me and told me I had taught them a couse in oXYf~enalmost a;18ar ago a.nd they
were on their way back to China after com-pleting their training
here. The funny
part of it is 1 taught them thru an interpreter
;e"t that time thev dide"}
I t know a
word of English.
l'hat hangs the responsibility
on my homely face~ It is somewhat disconcerting
to have a face so easily remembert. because of its deformity.
I've-ru*} out of space an.a I must quit. I know yOl).are tired of reading this prattle
anY'Nay. I'll
write you all as soon as I know something definite.
Lots of LiJve,
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Bowling Green, Kentucky.
1258 Park Street,
Feb. 24, 1Y45.

My dear Folks:
I have just spent a hou~ looking for the Robin and
failed
to find it all bec':1use Brother Lewie took it out to Grandfathers with the paper for Gr~,ndfather to r eRd the SundRY paper.,
and I put the Robin betwen the papers.
Sam walked in about ten 0' clock tt.is morning.
We
'1ad not heard a word from him since he called the 9th of Feb. from
Treasurer
Island,
and wro"te a. letter
from San Francisco.
He looks
fine, browner g,nd stouter,
but changed for the better.
.Tack, you
should have seen him "Police" the bathroom shelf.
I told him I
wished he could get Daddy and .Toe to do as well, and he said if I
had not succeeded in tr.aking a good housekeeper
out of Daddy in
twent,;r-five years I COUldn't expect him to do it in thirty
d::ws.
He h'lS thirty-day
furlough,
and then goes 1:.0 Brainbridge,
Maryland.
for disch8.rge.
Joe,when we told him you would be in Maryland, he
said he would go back soon enough to mqke you a· visit
or he would
visit
Jleu after his discharge,
and also Aunt Rugy and Uncle J~.ck.
He h~tS to be the-ce for discharge
the 27th of March.
Joe, your
new job sounds f~ne,
Ruby, Sam and I could meet you in Louisville
any
time after
the first
of llarch, if .you want to, or maybe you couldn't.
moving and all.
Eleanor,
I hope you try to find a job nearer to
Kkntucky.
It would be nice if you could loca~e in Tennessee, and
get an apartment where Brown could spend his week-ends.
He is
on 9..pretty
low limb', and wanr..ed me to say he could move here for
week-ends, and of course I told him he- could come everyone
he
want.ed to, but that will get old drivi ng so far for ,just week-ends.
Martha has said he could not see the children
unless he came there
to see them.
But, since your brother
Joe and Ruby and Jack are
locat ing so close together,
I guess you wi 11 want. to try to locate
up in that neck of the woods.
Come on home and lUt s r..ay unti 1 you
know where you are p;oing.
I am not working while Sam is here, and
may not any more.
The Tot Shop is still
hanging fire.
I could get
a build:i.ng, not so good as the +'irst one I thought I had, up behind
Fletcher's
Drug S"tore across from Helm Hotel, and may do- it yet if
the stock can be bought.
I can't buy it either
in Nashville
or
Louisvi lie.
I want Ruby to go to New York and do the buying.
I
may £-0 myse If as Sam goes for his discharge.
Sam, Billy a.nd Howard Williams a discharged Marine
Sam went off v'iith are sir..ting here talking,
and trying to "talk above
this porI-able typewriter,
and will stop.
We ha.d a treat
last week-end Ed. and family came
and broup;:ht us a good feed, boiled him, ba.kedbeans,
potato salad,
and Ed brought Sam ~. fine pre-w9..r gr~en suit,
and
he
tk'l.S tried
it on
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MRS.

R. W. HARMAN

724 EAST 13TH STREET

BOWLING GREEN,

Dear'Folks:

COP

KY.

IWO JIMA.
Feb. 27# 1945.

Y

Well, I am on Iwo Jima as you probably oan and have guessed
by nOW'~but haven't been up to the front yet. Two more
boys and myself have a fox hole together. It is pretty
deep and we have our shelter half up for the roof, and are
living as oomfortable as possible. No work to do but
unload ammunition truoks ever now and then. We get a
little shelling now and then, but it is not hurting anyboror. Had a good trip over and didn't get sea siok.
I haven't had any mail in two or three weeks
so don't know wh~t is going on at home. Hope everybody
is all right.
We have same new impro1Ted C ration and they are
pretty good. 1~, it is oolder here than I have been in
a long t:iJne,not so oold in the day time, :,ut gets oold at
night, and a blanket feels good.

Started this letter yesterday, so will finish
it today, although there is not much I oan tell you.
Lots
of'planes flying over and it is fun to watoh tham out some
funny shines. Uncle Lewis should be here, as he used to
run out at Grandfathers and watch everyone he heard.
Wish I had something to read, but didn tt bring
any thing with me. We got a hold of a little news sheet
but don't have muoh news in it and is old.
Love,
"Ray"
(Which means that last steppi..l1g
.stone to Japan)

Samuel R.Ha.rman, 929922
Company C. 3rd fbtrl;:r.m Tank Bn,
T~rd barine Division,
0/0 Fleet Post offioe,
San Franoisoo, Calif.
PFe

1248 Park St.
BOWLING

GREEN,

KY.

Maroh 10, 1945.
Dear Ones:
The Robin was on my desK when I got home last night, and altho
it VIJl.S late I read it all and enjoyed it immensely~ Ray pioked
it UP to see if Joe mentioned Samt s being on Iwo Ji.ma, and said
it was all old stuff dated back in January and didn't read any
of it, but I read every word of it, and much of it was news to
me..

I ;vas glad to hear from Ed. since I had received not a word
from the Ed Rays since his nice long News Year letter.
However,
I didn't deserve en~ as I had neglected him shamefully, and
when Ray seemed a Ilttle
putout about Ed writing 1Tanc~s Loving
and Gordon Wilson. so f'::-e1uantly about his oondi-1:;ioll, I reminded
him that no doubt Gordon and Franoes had wrtt-::;en Ed nice IO'1.g
letters
and he .~,sthinking that we didn't care a whoop about
him or we would write.
These last two months have been any
thing but normal times with us. We sold our "louse and had to
move in twenty days, w~ich wasn5t easy considering my working
and so much useless pl~~der to do away with.
Moving prioes
....
rere out of reason" and Si1108 we moved in the same bloak we
carried all the small things, and cut our moving bill in half.
Mrs. Chambers moved from next door into the same apartment and
the moving ohan:f.\ was $30.00, so we deoided to out the hours·
at ~3.00 an. hour as much as possible.
Our apartment is just about the saIne floor spa<3.fJ
we had in our old
horne, and we. like it about as well if it were not for climbing
steps ~ whioh I do only once a day. I hf:lVe four bed-rooms, and
just 118 much room as before" and the house a.rranged very much
the same~ only my Corner Gubbard and Jackson Prass ~n
the
hall upstairs,
and dining-room. tabla in the living room. Joe
Wilson has tl-Je dining room rug on his floor to make his walking
not sound so loudly, and he likes his ron~J thinks it is the
finest one he has ever had, and he is acrOS$ the hall from us
and his bedroom door faces the sta irs, so his friends do not
have to come tl:rou';::;hthe Living room to go see him, and they
lonk his up qu~te often.

I believe
I 'Nrote you I guit the Ken- Rad job because such
. olose work with bright w~res under strong li.lr,ht was hurting
my eyes.
They began to water all the time, and Dr. Drake
advised me to quit that kind of' work as he said there were
plenty of- young; people willing and able to do that kind of
work; and find me an eady on the eyes job, and this is the
best thing- I wa's offersda
I manage this offioe and have the office all to myself.
1\;;1".
Moody comes over on Friday and SaturdaJt and si~~s all the
ohecks and orders all the material
to make the Pepsi-Coia
drinks" and tells
me what to do until
the next week-end.. At
first
t·he.re was too much figuring,
as I had forgotten
even
my multiplication
tables,
but I am doing it 811 ri~ht after
brushing' up some. I balance up the money' for four drivers
and take the money to the hank, and make all kinds of entries
in bank books and journals.
I laughed out loud atRuby(~s letter,
and shed tears
over
Mable Blythe's
peoro, so I guess the Robin V'Ta.S all that it
s!1ould ''lave heal1. Some people say the;)T do not en,joy a show
unless they laugh a lot and cry some. I will be looking for
McCalls.
Tell me what~ number
~the-.EQem
--. -.-._.-- -,- it~ will appear in.
,.
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We have heard nothing from Sam sino'9 the 10th of Februa:r;)r.l
and mow tha·b he is on 1wo Jima or on one of the hospital
ship~ or an island hospital
if he is still
albre.
Many
death messages have already come through" and we have hopes
that he is still
a.live or we would have heard by now if he
w'ere in the list
of dead.
One consoldati.on
i.s they are
taking the woµnfted out as fast as they fallw
However, Sam
is the type ~would
not come out unless unconcious,
a.nd I
believe
he is still
in there popping away at Ja.pe. We mow
he will never come out the same from what we hear they are
going through.
We listen
to everything; the radiop pu~s out,
especially
on Iwo and some of it has been pretty~,
fj

The Third Marine Division did not land in the first
landing,
but I was afraid they wers going to and stayed up for the
broadcase of the battle
of Iwo, and about ten thirty
i't came
over the wire that the Third was landing, and I staved UP
all night.
Some news commentator was reporting
oPf"a flag
ship jus'!; of.p 11'10, and he sura made it reali8tic~
and I went
through the whole battle
right along beside the Third JVJa.rine
,Division,
but did not W'9,keRay. But Ray gi~hts with them even
now .prom the time he gets home until he~goeg to bed$ and is
mad as fire if anybody fails to mention the 1;i~hting on Iwo.

MRS.

R. W. HARMAN

724 EAST 13TH STREET

BOWLING GREEN,

KY.

::1/:2 •
.. I had dinner Sunday up at College High dining room with :Miss
gef'friad, and enjoyed it more than anything .l have done for·
a long time, or enjoyed the after~Don visiting
as muoh as
the meal.
have had miserable} oold" 11\1'St
weather all thr-ouP'h February,
and hiC;hwater.
Myboss, Mr. MODdyoould not get <> over to. .
stgn the pay roll ohecks, called and said he was surrot~~dad
by water, and I would have to use one Df the signed ohecks
he left and payoff withoash.
I have just finished making
up the envelopes, and paying cut, and everybody gone but me,
s.nd I am taking the afternoon off.
Today is one of the first
pretty days we have had.

We

I am going hDmeand make some cheese-olo.th curtains for one
of my bed-rooms, and wash windows and put them up. 1 have
everything almost straight,
except the mirrow hung, and the
cm~tains up in one bed room~ Joe iqiS~ you were here to.
hang the mirrcw, as ycu did suoh a ~ood job before.
Ruby
said in her telephone con~ersation that you wers being
called up aEain for examination., but don't have any idee.
you will have to. go~ Hope not.
.
An of you oome to. see us when you can, plentyofro.om,
and
we are quite oomfortable but not permanent, as the rent is
too high, $40.00 a month and we furnish our own.heat and
lights.
There is a rent-control
being set up here, but will
not affeot us as rent is being rclled baok to Maroh, 1944,
an€ this apartment was not rented in 1944, just a storage
room.
Ray is holding up pretty well over Sam, and suppose I am
doing all right, but I do suffer from nervous exhaustiDn,
and am worn out by eight o'olook everynight.ll and go. to bed
early, but up and down.al1 night.
If Sam ocmes home injured
I will quit work, and if we get a death message we may got i- 0
Flor ida for a month or two.
'
Virginia.
Love,

I am enclosing a covy of latter received from Sam Sunday
afternoon, and of course it is useless to say we were overjoyed, and it was an occassion of great rejoicing.
'Ray was down at Uncle Jim's and Aunt Hannie's ne\v home,
Lawrence Duncan's old home aacross the street from Katie,
They bought that house and moved in this week-end.
They
are as pleased as ohildren over a new toy over the house.
Today is another cold, damp day, and will be glad to see
a little spring weather.
I must stop, and do a little something to earn the weekly

salary this company payseme.
P.S. Eleanor your good friend Mrs. Dee Cook is worrying
me to death over head fasinators for you~ and have told
her to send you all she has and let you make your own
choice. I don't know what color you want, but do know
that you like blue in all shades. She made me a luncheon
set and lace for a pair of pillow slips and sheet, not
~-that I need-ed---ttrem,
but just thoug~that
she needed tl1e
money. However, she was up telling me her troubles the
other night or asking Ray what to do, and admitted that
she had about five hundred in cash·safing, and she could
make a living on a rock, but is sufferinlj from some kbd
of nervous disorder and rheumatism.
Don t know how she
ean or has stool old Dee this long.

Did I write you that your things were in good hands
with Mrs. Wright.
The girls never ha.ve time to rummage
through things ..as they a11 three work, and wouldn t-t; have
anything you have anyway.
Plan to come home this summer and use your nice
bed-room.
Don It believe you could find a better one any
place.
Auntie and Aunt Kate are all right, and seam to be holding
their age about the same as when you all saw them last.
Jim Wrote that Aunt Maggie was very low, ann had been
poorly all winter, but the last few days was worse, but
have heard nothing more, and just decided she had gottun
better<t Uncle Jj;m. and Aunt Hett,ie habe had a time, a fire
over th.em spoitied the.ir stock1 and Uncle Jim took to drink
as he usually doee when anythJ.ng goes wrong.

~o ..n4 Ut.
ltb~.'

tb$

>'/ant to pull up all tie::; i'or raise~ dUl'ingmy abwllce h.as put me in the top bracket ••
It may be necessa.ry to go b4Ck thero. I \vouldntt rnind tha.t too much. Louisville
is
not a bad 111aco to live.
~.e have lots of frionds there who make living tllero very
pleasant..

Sll9 writes that Joe has not received tho Robb which I sent more than a month
~go. I sent it to him and 1 cantt imagine vlitat happened -to it. l~urther 1 .vould expect
Joe to raiso ttOldNedtt if he didn't get it on ti.mo. ~Je sent it on the next day ai'ter
receiving it. 1 WllS expeoting it around again until I heard from lao. Lets get busy
add find

it.

.

Does tmyhod:v in tho tribo know 'rIDl1l)O I can purehe,sc a food ni:xor~ All
companies quit l'llIlkingthem two years ago and there arc none on the market in any
placo l'vo been. Pll
pay tt....w price for a good rn.iXer and a good price for e. poor one.
Also I noed a cw:rera .. Does anyone know where one aan be had'?
Vil'ginia,vre are anxious to hoar from ~nm. 1 mn sure that YOU ,'ront hear froIn him
as fSften. as formerly since he is in a hot spot. :Wary man on 1;;10 \'Till be c-01lsidered a
national hCl'o,as indeed. they are. That is b-' far the teughest spot we have ever in
our national
history tackled.
Pleastlet \18 hear as often as JGl ean. Did Sam ever get
tho paekaf';c we sent him1 Did he ever SfJ,Y any'bhing abeut it?
This i:.l to remind yeu tlJ.:.l.t 1 havo v;r:ltton you all mere th<i.t you ha.ve me. llily
ha.vini~ nothing to do me..; oompensate fer thttl!bl.lt I am anxiou~; to hear i'l'om each of
you and it ycu write o~y a few lines they will be appreci<>.ted.

LOVe,

vI

WMHlrn'l'On
,

J

/

~:vdoor

LJr'll and tre~

,Hul"XIm:u

A rGport h'lr.z jUfit bom roeeivo-l that yot!r BOn., Pl'i"iiat@
iJ;~~t lk;:.~11 S&uel rt" !1arron.t tmv;~t. ~na WOL1Jldod .w action a.~a1not
tho OJ.etly en 24th F~brUCiX"y.!®46g at lv:mJim.. Volcano lslanaa.

or tho e;r~t Wl~lG of' ~leationa
nOW'
lJilitar;v Dpc)ratl()lIt,f.lj) tho repoli"t l-'eG~ivtXl m~
.nooeaoo.:d.lyb~if)f r~:l 4i~ aot {l.ifH~lo~0
the oxtoot of M.B inju:rie~.
It io hOP0i! tmt he will e~..an~l;o
,11th you 000;.1.8 in' o,,-.mmg yow of'
:B~('Quee

1"aquif'od/f'@lI" eOflontial
ltt'§ 'EWlfU3:004l

YOm' cmxi@ty

il!! i'oG11ised. and you may be oure that cm;r

additionnl inl'or.mationK:'oeeivod will be ror~dod
OOX"11oetpcc~1bl® x,'1emem.

t@ yo~ at the

l'Mmlhilo.
you lnve beo!1 rm-nish®d all tne
fact!J Cil."\'I'Il.ilQbJo.and you Will help t'hit'JHoodq~er8
f;IlOOt'A out (mbsE:JqUl')llt
rept'>rtLil promptly
if' you w:Ul '{;tr1f>it{) ooly to not!f'y thia or£'ioo @r any
~hange m yOUE" e.ddF'e§HJe
,
.

FQB~~LTor~
t!Eljor

UoS., rflJrino Corps.

Springfield,S. Dak.
March 23, 1945
Dear Folks:
A tiny-little-bit more than 48 hours have passed since the robin lit but this is pretty
good. My last lett~r was dated January 19th. That's awful/ I miss the letters no end when
they don't get aroun once a month at least.
The acheing arms are a thing of the passed.
I had even forgotten that I said anything
about those troubleso The books have all been cataloged and the other neWl[ one come in
one or two 8,t a time. It is very hard to' get books now because just so much paper can be
used. I rushed with those other books too. because I was afraid I would get another "callll
to a hospital job. I hated to leave so many books to be cataloged because I knew the facul~
members would take over if I left and such a mess the whole thing would be.
I got a curt letter from the Seventh Command Division asking me if ·1 am available or not.
Mr. Thompson says he will not release me from the contract until after SQ~mer school(July
3rd.) but I believe he will if a real good call comes. I am trying to keep the work up
so that I can go if notified. I'm not good at rushing at all though. The only reason I am
sorry that I didn't take that job is that more than likely Sam will be sent to some hospital
in Southern California and I could help him pass those 18 dreary long hours" Ed talked about.
It has been reported that the Japanese have said that they are planning a rebamd that
will get back 1wo Jima and the other islands we have taken. They will have a tough time
as long as we have boys and men like Sam Harmon and the~hird.
sixth t and fifth divisions
of the Marines~and ,of course,all those other fine boys)Q I had Virginia's letter h.st
night telling of Sam's being on a hospital ship. I hope they have heard something more
definate by now. I am watching the mails for more news too. It is a fine'6service"for
Virginia to send all those "transcribedll notices and letters. I am getting another roll of
funnies to send Sam.
It was good to head that Ed is back home again. I was in hopes he would not get out of
the work completely because I believe he will be better satisfied if he is in the thick of
of it all. I am glad he is so well repaired andthe
Stanford plan sounds good. I did not
write to him because I thought he. was at home all of these two months (almost).
Where is Miss Ellats letter this trip?
Joe makes a good deacon I know and I bet he conducts the pompus ladies to their seats
with a graceful sweep. (Do deacons conduct or take up the collection? or do they just meet
and talk? or do they sit around and plan how the women can add an annex of get a new stove
for the kitchen?) Deacons are fine people and very UafiJt much interested in the affairs of
the church. More power to the deacons of the famil"
It's about time Hinie put in a note along with Marthavs. We all would Hike to hear from
both of them aktxikextimsx every time. Those children are so big that I wouldn't know them
if I met them in the middle of the road. Can it be that Dorothy is old enough to graduate
from high school?
The summer plans sound interesting. I will be home sometime during the month of August.
I hope we all can get together somehowo
.
We are having a district meeting today and the place is swarming with children. They
have just had fmatk 4th. grade spelling in the library and I heard that four out of about
20 made a hundred the first round.
Spring has hit us with force. It is so warm that we go around without coats The wind
is' high today but this is the first we have seen of March winds. The trees are budding and
there is green grass everywhere. Birds have been aroun for almost two months. They say there
is already enough moisture in the ground to insure a good crop this year.
o

I'll have to stop this if I'm to get it off.
Love to everybody,
Eleanor

UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA
UNIVERSITY,
DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL

SCIENCE

ALABAMA

April 0, 1945

Chillun:
The Robin came yesterday.
I have be~trying
all day to
get to it, but my vvork is so press ing nov a~s
that I don I t get to
do any of the things which I really want )'0 do. The Robin made
awfully good time this round, after it ~ot under way. Virginia got
it on March 9, and it went to Nil Jeff:y:tes,Rube, El, Ed, and to me
in 23 days. Not bad, huh? Ole 'N. B / has got to accept his responsibilities, now, and get it on around.
We're glad to have any
kind of letter, Marthy, au a goo
ong newsy one is best.
Jettie thinks that she won't have time to write in the
Robin this time. She I s so busy vJ1th all her do inL~ that sbe can
hardly call her soul her 0\'1111.
The truth of the matter is that
she is making clothes for Sally and getting as mucn fun out of it
as any little girl ever did making doll clothes.
She has made
enough pinafores for Sally to do for six little girls.
SallyWally
is topnotch.
Into ever'ything -- she I s got pull-dmvn-itis worse
than any little one I ever saw. If she can reach it, down it comes,
everything from a pan of hot rolls to the goldfish bowl.
lNhich reminds me that Scott and David each have a Rab1htt since Easter.
Big
doings. Jettie has a colored woman to come in three days a week,
so she can have time off to make Sally some more doll clothes.
Ruby 'w"ritesthat Jack is going with the Red Cross. Fine
doings. Wish I could go. Think I would, except that I have promised
the boss here that I won't try to get another job, army or commission or government job, until the end of the war. Since the last
Robin, I received a letter from the Denton, Texas, draft board to
the effect that I had been ordered to report in Denton on February
12 and did not show up, and what did I want to do? I told them I
didn't receive the notice and that I would do what they wanted, but
would like a transfer to the Tuscaloosa draft board for purposes of
taking the pre-induction physical examination.
They did this, and
my orders came through to go over' to Anniston, about 100 miles away,
last week for two days to go th..roughthe physical examination.
They
don't 'Naste any sympathy or consideration on draftees, from all I
could see. It wasn't bad, and I didn't sass anybody, although the
urge was pretty stron~ once or twice. They put me in limited service,
told me not to quit my job because it has been a long time since
any"body was call ed from that class.
Wish I could take the western swing with the Ed Rays.
I
know you folks will have a good time.
I don't know how Stanford
is for the particular thing you are after, Ed, but it's tops in
most fields.
I'm anxious to hear your report.
Martha, all your girls will be grown and gone before you
knoVT it. I'll bet that household seems empty even now, when Alice
and Viv are gone. Let Dorotby go, too, and t>ings will really be
quiet. More room to swing in, though, to hit Brown with the
rollinE: pin.

Sor1"Y to miss your letter, r'!1iss
Jeffries.
How come? You
haven't held out on us ever before.
The thing seems so empty
without your contribution.
Things have really been happening in your 'neighborhood,
Ginna.
I had thought about Sam so much and wondered if he was on
or near IWQ, but I didn't know for sure until your letter came
saying he had been wounded.
Don't tell the pressing news and leave
it in the Robin for me to s ee -- that's always a month late for me.
If it's important, send me a card or note.
lI'hanksfor taking care
of the flowers for us at Aunt Maggie's funeral.
Jim sent me a copy
of the write-up in the scottsville paper.
And Mr. Wilson's funeraL.
And the selling of your house.
From the house number, it seems that
you have most just around the corner -- isn't that right?
Thanks for the clippings,El.
I had kept up with most of it.
Ed says he will keep in touch "with you on the score of the Robin.
If you don I t know specificallJi- where he is when you get the Robin,
send it on to me, and we will fit him into the schedule somewhere
else later on.
I suppose that J"ack's going is going to leave you footilloos
eJ,
for the summer, Ruby.
Can I t you come and be vli.thus some.
I want
you to corne and relax a bit with us -- visit where we aren't tearing around and you haven't got a headache the whole time.
I'm
still in favor of coming to Kentucky if it can be arranged, but if
you have some little time off, come on down. Especially if Jack is
out of the country by that time.
I must knock off and do some work.

Love to you all,

ii.pril
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R. W. HARMAN

724 EAST 13TH STREET

BOWLING GREEN.

April

KY.

18!d945 ..

Dear- Folks: 'T'he Bobin camo yesterdf:lJ' and I ?ID sendinG it on today
and "\:0 viss
Jeff'r-i':'s this timo.
Last timG it "'as laying
on ·ny
cle",\l;v'ith the other mai1 ~ and while I W9,S out of' the office the
postrlan
came !?nd Mr. pqz;e gave him that too" :md it W~Hm't sealed
but wars e.cldressed to Puby and postage on it" 9.S Iras
trying to
keep r"iss Jeffries
from payin?; t}ce postf'\ge every time.
I believe
we are all doing all richt,
and ever-:'body
fam:1.1v con-r:.ected T'!ell as can be.
Auntie and Uncle Da~!e corne
in every Saturday"
and corne dffi'\'n to seo me and '~:et a cold PeI'siCola.
Uncle Dave thinks
the~r era sreat 5 hut Auntie says t1-)ey
isag;r-ec with her, however 8'1e never refuses
one.
We get frequ(''llt letters
from Sa.m, and all of' them
pra'; sin,,; GU"l.m,the prettiest
rlace
Ibn the earth,
paradise
of the
ea1"th, end the pr.etti est spot 'be ever se.v-:a-rter Iwo Jima..
I
am enclosing
a V-:·.:ail, the IRst one he -..V't'oteon Two Ji"'a. :lay
is clear
out of patience
with hire for not te11in-:; U~ O'1e t'!'"1.ng
o..rout H.s 6xnoriences
on 1wo Jir!\:1..
;~e has told us not}ling,
?nd
what is Fore he never vrill.
I rem~.nd "Qey hO"l he was 'l.f'ter camin g
back from c:ermany during
the first
·vre.r. It wa~ year'> be£ore he
would t.alk about it, anrt they want to forget
it as soon 85 possible
About coming home this SUDlT:'JOr.,';e have as much room
as we ever ('id, and you cantt rent a house in town, r.>'1dthe !'iVEll'
nIaeen e.re out on "lccount
of' g!:l.s. So, all o£ yOll vr}-o vrant to
~len to carrE' B.nd divide betw'een O"-.lr e.partment
9".d s.uxlties.
-Ya
don't kroYVhO'd hot our place is ,-"oing to be t'<is sv.nrrner but
it is auite
co:rrfortable
woatre" like t'1is.
Our screens
e.l"n rot
u~, e'1d t'""t l".ak<~s a diff'erenc-e.
I '1.)"1. 001m+ inr; the dnys nnti]
l~\.)by $n(1 "'leanOl" COTice 1-J.ome o.nd t8ko
over qnd plan th? "eals
!:I.nd
do t'18 daily dusti.ng.
"re eB.t on1" no"n T' 081 dOl'm t07m, but I
cook a,;oo,l
',eal j.n thE! e~:enin[:;.
Ne just. oor't set enoue;h. to
e9.t d01fMtoyn..
:13 have
a Good b:-ef:lkf'831; 8nd "ood qU~r 01' et ",or.-.e.
T rtill
'bate t'<e i 113'1.0-1' ('ooldnG or trinJdns
""hovt food., -"'ut oet
with a. comins
B.:?petite 1yhon I d.o get started
and am stUl
'1 ~avy
anous};, tip the scn.less,,~leB.norts
s('~\les) in t"f3 -,q,throor at 142.
j

1

Eleanor
did you EnTer pay l':rs.'ri;,;ht
see 1-J.er "'::0 ask..
T1-J.cy h<;1.VO 'l1t4("11:m
and. tri"m;rcd. e-rf'rvthin;;
so t"""T ., ~.
..,

"Y'

TP

your stoy-as
r8nt,
T. l1.p". r
"'::he h(H1.ge in .l-l'e 1:ack y"·rd,
-- '''It, ~. conntr'T ·'I)'01'l1a.n•
~"'"

MRS.

R. W. HARMAN

724 EAST 13TH STREET
BOWLING

GREEN.

KY.

")"Iother tl'ing
T w8nt ;ron Qna. BIen.nor to come on hOl"l'ein n. hUl~l'Y
for, '"hbYiJ.s to make me buy sorre cloth0~.
I am wearing; that old
"hlue woo two-piece
dress of' :Sleer.or Js and. tre ble.ck ierse~l all
the time, and my wool s'Jit to dY'e!'ls u:::, in.
Tho"'''' t";o "l'" :: l"t
v.hout "'OY)~, worn thin,
ani do-n't kY1 r""':,'l'lt I 9~.i~oing to do
unless
somebody makes me buy sOJ'f'ething.
I have been banking
my money and nOYf have saved. O"i,Torhundred and fi f't1T> "nri .....
:!.'lC6
v,e sold 0'1"" hOl'1"O and Sa:rn sonds all of' his money h.ome, we are
sorta. in the money~ andP..ay enjoys 'watching tte bank tlCC01ID.t
~ro17, and buying bonds
v

r
f the
1

Did I writo you all about Dr. 'VVilson'g des.th.
no died about
a montr ar;o, and was burl"ied here.
He 1ei't Katie, 'Ray's sister
a well-to-do
l'rirlow, forty thousand
insurance
policy"
thirtythot'sand dollar
business,
over twenty-five
thousand
in war bonds,
B.nd a home, and the store building
which she plans to keep and
rent f'or t"ro 'bundred a ll'onth for her living.
Jal1'es' is up tr.ere
witi' her now J and she is winding up his estate
a.s quickly as
poss1,ble,
al'1d wants to co:rne hOI"'.eand buy a. ;.;ood f'arn. a.nd mow)
her fat'~er '3nd sisters
to it. She has been of'fered 11."114 p"'ica
for ~he h'.lSi!1ess and fifteen
thou,sand for their
hOJ'l'6, and I didn't
ment~on the mcorre h'3 lei't from 01.] enri c09.1 stock ..
I bel ;e-ve I 1,Vl"oteyou all about Aunt I,<aggie' s funel·n.l.
Shn
had a. very sweetf'uneral.,
and believe
she would l,av0 been
rle~s"3d w~t1">evervthing,
except thet
shp -:lid not have n 'vl"'~+e
shroud and tllOy could not £,ind one.
The nei2:hbors
..rere s'eet
br~u~~ht loads of buttercups
and peach blossol'ns,
an(1. Sallie
and
I erranp'ed the!". to yrU3."lre th'3 most or t11em,
She I'm.s lmrri.ed by
'~r. S:rnith in Gle.sgov, r "t T did not "".0 o"er t1,orB.
Ilunt v;,Ste
ano. the drIs
carne in ;"st as the funeral
~tf',r{~ed "nd I come
on tD.('k 'N-ith tloAnl.
Jiffi says lo.o ~ !'),,:oinr" to stAY th"!"O e s long
u.S 1">ecan ma.ke a living,
"tnd v'l,en th ...~::;ti'l1'2 coro';:.~<"!he intp.nds
to eheck in /'l.t th'} o'c' .,.,00nlAs 1\!asonic hone.
Never intends
+·0
'';V9 wi.th """'v of' :-~is l.-in fcH::s~ ,Jim is a :?rotty clear thin.ker,
imd ha.s had a load on him Vl'; th Aunt Tifar:g;iE" for. tVI'O or th~Ae
, "\ ~~~rp:r
years..
Tho f'lowerl} t"hqt I ~ent for tbe f'''I.7' 1.1.;'{ was nothing to br"\~ ;ack 'l",r(l.,
e.hout.~ but flowers "tro hjr.;h noW and a mere hand full as ",nch as
-,'fO"rl1":rh
a p'ood rcath u~ed to 1-0.

MRS.

R. W. HARMAN

724 EAST 13TH STREET

BOWLING GREEN.

KY.

Another thing
I vnmt you and. Bleanor to corne on 1101""6 in a hurry
for ,'1TJby is to IP.ake me buy smre clothes.
I am wearing
that
rId
'hlue wooi two-piece
dress of Eleenor js and the bla.ck jerseJ
all
the time,
snd my "'JIrool s'Jit to drefls u::-, in.
Th~s" t";·o "L'" :~,,,..t
ahout "'Ol1'J, worn thin,
9.nd d.onIt b,...'" ·,,1.,8.t T. 9";, ~oing to do
unless
somebody nakes me buy something.
I have been banking
my !"oney and '10W ha:ve s"l.ved. over hundred and f'i ft~r> n.n"! "'::1.ce
we sold our h01)"'8 and Sa!" sends all of his money home, we are
serta. in ttle money~ and 'lay enjoys 1Natching tre bank account
~rcn.7, and buying bondse
T
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Did I 11'rrito you all about Dr. 'Wilson' s death.
He died about
a :montr 9 rt"o, and "WaS hurried
here.
He left
Y.a.tie, 'Ray's sister
the
a well-to':do
win ow, f.orty thousand
insurance
policy,
thirtythovsand dollar
business;
OV9r twenty--:eive thousand
in war bonds,
a.nd a home, and the store building
which she plans to keep B.nd
rent f'or t"!O rundred a month f'or >,er living.
Ja~es is up there
~d
wi tr her now, and she is "V'linding up hi s estate
a.s q"l1.ickly as
orninp;
poss-tble .. and wants to come home a.nd buy a .;ood f'arn a.nd no-v-~)
1->e
her fet' er and sisters
to it to She has been of'ferE,d her pl'ico
oss:1.'1J1E
for ~he h'.lsi!l0ss and fifteen
thou!land for treil'
home, and I d:i.dnft
ment~on the 1ncome hI") left
from 021 anri coal stock ..
I bel i~eve I 'wrote you all about Atmt ~,;aggie 1 s f'uno)"c'l.
Sho
had a very sweetf'uneral~
and believe
she would 1,ave been
pleas~d Yritr ever'rth.inS,
except that
shA -lid not h9ve "l t'r},!tE:~
sh!'m)d p.nd th0v could not find one.
The neighbors
/:erf3 s"Tcet
br!"'uQ:ht loads 'Of' buttercups
and peech blossoms,
a.nd Sallie
and
G ot
I f"rranred
them to "1a1<e tlV'l most of them,
She "JaS 1'1).rried by
~~)
H:r ~mith l'n "-In 80'0""
A"lnt Vote
[1and
..
0 I., ,. ""l~
.) T Aid
. __. not 0'0 o"'",V- there>
1...".
.....,
And t"'18 ~irls
came in j" st as the funeral
~tr.rt0d "Ina. I come
I ~
on tn.('k with tho.y,.
Jim says he is soine; to !'Jt"ly th.l·o
as long
to
""s re can make a llving,
and 'when th"'+- t1.lT'e COr"A" he in'bmds
~ hO.,..,.A
to eheck in B.t the 0'': 1"")"'oplesf.I9sonic hone.
Npv8r intends
t.o
'..... -~';;.
-iva vlit1, s"'y ('f' ~~if::l lrin folksd
Jim.is
a ,?retty
clear think-or,
Iv. C',
and has had a load on hiln vrHh Aunt ]\IqCgie ~or.two or t~ .. ac
"
. a:;~2.
year s.. Tho f'lowero th.t
I !'lent -I'or the f'17·1.1y ,:a S 11othlng to ora;;;tt
~
e.tout.$ but flo;<p~rs arc hi~h now and a rner''j hand full
as rmch as
~'lA~rpr
a ('"Dod rcath u!"'ed to re.
y....
,rd,
'1"

t

~
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MRS.

R. W. HARMAN

724 EAST 13TH STREET

BOWLING GREEN.

Joe

KY.

apr9.tment is just around the corner from our 13th
street
horne, andr"Te are in the house with the Chambers.
vYe
alrr..ost lived in the house with them where they lived acrees
the alley.
We oould hear whn.t they said as much as where we 9.re~
Yet'l,

OU..r

Joe 'Wilson says he is not goins to cam? this
S'1Jr'1er '.Tn less
him something,
and doul)t if he does that.
-'e
'wrote him that he would come for 5;70.00 and hasn't
heardrrom
him vet.
We are lett4ng
J-1irr decide.
1.}'Q"l"R.abo1 d 1'ffints him to
work" in ~is clothing
store,
alo.d 'r.e thinks now he will do th8+
this SlU'l''1er.. "1:8 is juS"1:; heving a ::eneral"ood
time now loafing
and isSrovdng
so -"ast he just naturally
is ~azy.. He has tre
biggest
foot vou eirer sa.w, can weer his Une1 e Wilson's
numbp,r
eleven shows, and Aunt Katie sent him one pa.ir and said she
would send !:'lore if he could Wea.r i:;hem, and all tha.t 1/1rera not
too old "l"11anishhe should have.
I do wish ':my could wear his
m.lits..
He had fourteen
handsome suits ~ all wool a.nd in good
shape, shirts
and everJ~hins
else in the same proportion.
~,:r.. Li ('ht pays

,orne on hornE', all of you, and we will keep the refrigerf.l.tor
full or orange and Pepsi-Cola"
and lay around and do nothing,
just let the house"keeping po. nntil
H'rids.ys B.nd let Lucille
go over it as she does.
it would be a good idea for me to cut this short and
do some of my work.
I have done nothing this morning, but
make up my deposit,
and barked it.
I

f!:U'38S

ly
y
n
{' the
1
.O-'T
."
i 1.'0

g,
, ?nd
corrtinr;
re he
possiblE
'\. room
he ri -vel'
t -,(,0
•
\!"e
but

).r8 Y'.ot
is

we !lre he:ving pretty

weather

J

but

h'1s not been hot yet ..

~lad to ::;et the letter
from Dotty, and an j.nteresting
was too.
What are you giiUs all planning; to do t11is
Corne to see us if you wB.nt to.
Wfl would like to ~ear by now what Ed is going
he has left Douglas by now.
Love,

to do.

one it
Sl1mmAr
~

C\

v.ntn

ls

and.

:rt 1.

)u~;h to

: ~t

·h0!:18•

, '~llt oe.t
II 1"'9.-vy

Suppose
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p..t V\,Z.

, T nG"iwr
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1315 loth St.
Douglas,~rizona.
Dear Folks,
'lie were extremely glad to get the Robin this time as we hhd thought that
it had died a natural
death and it was good to know that the Robin is still
in the
land of the living.

It contained a lot of poop of considerable
interest;however,one
of the
main contributors,Iv,'
Jeffl'i,ries failed
to make an entr¥. Wemissed your contribution,
Miss Jeff tries.
.
We are in the throes of getting ready to leave this place and Joan insists
that that the place be left spotless
and we have already progressed considerably
toward that goal as my knuckles will testify.
The amount of junk accumulated aromid
here is apalling.
That all has to be packed. We expect to g;et out of here about April
8th or thereabouts.
We may come on home after going by San Francisco, but i.tl I canget a .40b there that will pay expenses,we may stay there most of the summer. l~nyway,
I am anxious to go home as are all of the rest except Emily. She wants to stay out
here.
-.
Y~ell now, the Deacon is doin?; aJtright for hin.self. He carries
considerabl~
more weight both literally
and figuratively
than formerly.
Hov,ever, I question his
credentials
that got him whwre he is. Of course, that very statement will mark me
as a sinner of the first
cataract.
I always reg~ardedjrr.yself as the black sheep of tie.
farnily anY'fJay,so if some of you will kindly drop in :;, coin for me it night help
son~'lfhatto straighten
H_utters out. uf course there is some consolation
in Db-vJing a
"deacon" in the farnily. 1 have for some time regf-arded this man in question as somewhat of an oracle on fJolitical
matters;now I learn that this fountain-head
has
broadened himself in still
another field.
Now I C£Jn consult him on reliK~ous matters
al so. It's
i::;oing to be quite hand~and save no end oft postage when I get out of the .
army. daat "IX; need now is a deacon to look after the deacon to keep him on the" stnight
and narrow". I've been told that the pearly gates are quite narrow which will necessitate
his going on a diet tp condition
himself.
If he can make it, I will be w~ong the first
sing his praises.
But'~is not going to be easy for an old sinner such as he to blossom
into a deacon over night.

,0

~1[ewere glad to have Sam's letter
in the Robin. There is no doubt that he
had a rough time yet he was not complaining.
He's a great little
guy and he has
shown his mettle.
I hope they will send him back soon. We know Ray and Virginia
have
been under a terrible
strain.
We too hung on every report from lwo and thought about
Saln all of the time. Perhaps the place was worth what it cost, but itts the highest
price we ever paid for a spot of land.
If anybody besides Ruby is looking for a mixer for me, this is to notify
you that I managed to get one a few days ago.
One can do everything with it but
wash clothes;has
so many attachments
that moving it is sainI'; to be a problem. One
like this one is not a luxury but a necessity.
The federal
governrr~nt while they
are guaranteeing
everything
else should subsidize
every fWIlily in a mixer in the
interest
of the future generation.
and that

Ele,Ahat is this t!:.lk tl.bout changing jobs'? You mentioned
is the first
I have heard about the subj ect.

Love,

it

in the Robin
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Monday night, May 7, 1945
Dear Folks:
The Robin came tearing in from the far north, out where the
west is, yesterday afternoon.
And the pressure of work was so severe,
so help me, that I didn't read it until last night after supper.
I think it's the first time I didn't read the Robin on its first
arrival in :'1anya moon.
Glad to hear from Doroti"Y. I tl~ink it's fine for her to write
the Lebanon chapter of the 110bin. I don't think it's particularly
pertinnnt; Ruby, whether her mother and dad still live there, if she
. can step into the breech and do as good a job as she did. I like the
idea, too, of having a big grown-up niece in the nurses corps. We
'uvillhave three higr.,school graduates in the next generation soon,
and old SamrQY would have been one of them if they'd left him alone.
See how old we're getting.
It 1 s still hard for me to t irJ{ of us
and our generation as anyt"ing except high scrlOol and college kids.
But I guess we are ~a:xxi::G.R.ta:xllJ definitely old folks now. That is
especially impressed upon me now that the draft board has put me in
4-F for physical defects that younger men are put in 2-A for. It
looks like I have been rejected for the last time in this war. I
feel badly about it sometimes, but I have felt all along that 1
reaLLY had no choice, given my family responsibilities.
Little old
Jettie Pearl is too weak in the poop to carryon without me to
help out occasionally -- especially if the choice is mine to make.
The kids are doing fine. Sally is quite the smar~test and
most troublesome of' all our younguns.
El, she finds my paper-backed
who-dunni ts, tears the 'covers off, and then hides them in the most
unexpected places.
Sootty and David doing fine, too. They both
have GI haircuts and are quite proud of them, as well they might be
iNith haircuts 65¢' now; I'm thinking of shaving their heads all sum_mer.
They've both got an Uncle VViggily craze on now, and it I S a nightly
affair to get Uncle Wiggily away from the old bear or the ScilleryScallery Alligator or the burglar fox.
Glad to have the news of Sam, CTinna. Keep us posted if
any further news comes in. Also to have the news about Aunt 1',laggie
IS
funeral and the death of }vIr.Wilson.
'1'ellus specifically where you
are working now. tl1hattrick about the Pmpsi-cola is so typical of
1\1issIris that I could almost hear her say it. Glad you are back
in M' Jeffries.
It was a foul blow to leave you out, but the post
office department often works in mysterious ways its wonders to
perform.
Missed ole Eddie and j·oan this time. .Mrs. Mason wrOGe
me that she hadn't heard from them in so long that she was worried.
Then later she wrote that they were in Benton and were coming on to
Sonora -- that about the 26th of last month.
Miss tTeffries, try to
ring them in betvveen you and Ruby if you can. Rube, I know you're
going to be lonesome with old Jack gone. 'Nhy not come down and stay
some with us? Jettie and I are thinking seriously about a Kentucky
trip. It will be hard, no matter what we arrange, but the house on
the l'iver has a very attractive ring to it. Ginna knows, though.
If there ain't no houses, there just ain't. Brown, quit sulling,
or whatever you1re doing, such as pretending y·ou1re too busy to vlrite
your kinfolks, and give us a letter.
Prod him, Marthy.

Love'r-

MRS.
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23 June 1945

Dear Folkscs:
This ls-Saturday afternoon and I've Just been relieved
of my"oommand" tor a few hours to \\'ritesome publioity, which Itve
just eompletedo Twill have to go"through island public relations
and oensor before being shipped to mainland .• Left John Lock out in
the jungle as my.ti:rst lieutenant. Will go back late ton~ght or early
tomorrow, for we have a rugged week starting Monday. This is written
from the depot Red Cross'offioe which I lett yesterday. tSorry,still
can t t say where).
'
. .,..

Yes.terday

we "too/f'it.

~

They'told

\

us we were to check out

of here early; get all our army ~qu1pment, and !lcross countrytt the
,eight miles between here and the jungle and weapons training area.
At 1:30 1 lined my thirty ...
twosturd1es
and not-so,:"sturdcl.eaup' bellind
Barracks B-9 and marohed them quiok-step out ,of campo In the open
country we fell into rout step tor we had to go single file in most
plaoeso Down hill, up hill, aoross stre~s, and then/to the voloanio
"gullies" or gul.-oheswhieh look lilte the' Grand" Canyono Straight down
and then straight upo
.I

>

We started down hanging-to trees; bv.shes, and weeds,
fordedK a small stream at the bottom,. and the~ started UPI The damned
things are practically
perpendicular
cllf'fa600or
700 feet h1gh and
Itll tell you it wes rugged to the lastd@gree.
Some of the thirty-year
alders wore out ani two got sick from the laeat for we had only a.
specif1ea time t.Q make 1t! 1: managed t~ come in .6t.h in th1rt.y"!"tw.o
and tell on the grass at the top, frazzled •..
But 'a short rest and I felt
good. aga1n. Then ofr· through jung).e grass and;half-s'~a.mPJ the grass
higher than our headso And into another canyon and 'UP. agal-n"
Finally we arrived at the weapdms training area where
tpe commanding off1cer, Major Barrett, met us. and asslgneq us to
tent quarters bes1de. the enlisted men's shelterso Six to a tent. '
with very little room to move around. We hent mosqul,to bars over us
at night and tuck them under our blankets; dress only in fatigues and
field boots with helemtliner, and eat at an ,outdoor mess. Carry our
mess kits (tin dishes) in our mittens with the G.I's,scrape
them off in
a barrell atter eaoh meal, and then d1pthem in long vats 01' sterliz1ed
water-- soapy flrst,then thinner, then olear water.

Up each morning befo.re six, stand reveille at 6;10; then
'off to mess~ Back to "pollee" our tent whioh 1s quite a job sinoe all
gear has,;-to be' folded and paoked away each day before we fall in for
assembly at 7:45 to go out t,o the weapons training.
Our particualr
comapny commander ( we go with the en11sted troops}. is Capt. Perry,
a sewll fellow fro~ Portland, Ore. Het$ the mil1tary and I'm the-Red
Cross 11ason and we ~ke up ourndet,ails" and day-sohedule.s between us.
Major Barrett dropped into our tent to:r: a vis1t early this
a.m., too, and handed out some extra instruotions. I keep a bulletin
board Qutside tor mycon-t1ngent and 1t t S keeps me busy keeping them
posted where they're to bea~
what they're to do. By the way, the young
sgt. major at the Hdqrs. is named Brubaker but no relation to W11da. He
,pells it "Brew" and oomes from Oregon.

I

f •

r

Next week; (and Capt. Perry said we were permitted to write this
homel ,we'll havatraining
right with the G.I's in shooting the Ml (Garand
rifle) the carbine, the BAR (Browning AutQmat1.c Rifle). the bazooka,

Dtx anti-tank

Roo.ket Launcher,hand
grenades, air-cooled
liiht
maoh1ne
guns t and we'll run a olose combat course wi th Garand ritlesshootlng
:tromthe hip at surprise targetso
We wa.tohed some the grenade pratice
this morn1ng and Itm, sure I'm going to learn how to heave a pineapple

even it I never have to do 1t.
Our days go something 11~

First

call--0600

this:

{5 a.m~)

(6:10)
Assembly---';"0615
Mess Oa11---063.0
Training Assembly~-0745' (7:45)
Mess Ca11-..-1200
(Noon)
Fatigue Call 1245,
(12:45)
Drill Call --1250_
(Training again)
Flrst Call Retreat 1715 {5:15)
Assembly tor mess 1720

Revel11e----0610

f·

,
rL
,

Always subtlrarct12 atter

noon hour

Retrea.t 1730
Mess

1'735

Tatoo
2100 (warnlng to' get ready for bed an hour away)
Call to qaurters
2145
Taps.
2200
And IK> argument, ~or a1.1 1iShts out then.,
i'

9 p.m.

So that gives you an idea ot what 1t Is. If1 glad for this
ohance at the typewriter
for it's
eaSier and fa$'8ero Thought maybe this
carbon whioh I now have ,might be inoluded in case Ruby wanted to send
on to loe. or for other USe.

r·.•

In the evenings we have to olean our guns, attend leoturesand
, "smm.ll" outdoor movies .in Oase i,t i.snt·t raining • .All in all, thare's
• little
time to waste. And trying to keep up with this ttyounger" fry,
au whQ ha va been at :this tor ..many weeks t 1s somewhat ofa Job.
'
Ruby, you should raoei ve your allotment from. the June 15 (June 1
to June 15) time on. I sent the vJ'h,ole check (last in Washington)
to
you and you said, you had received.
It allotment doesn't come through
each two week period, write to American Red Cross, Printcratt Bldg.,
930 H. St.,
N.W. Washlngto'n. 1, D,C.
Amalso enclosing th6.tWO pictures tor you to keep.
No. 0 24563
would make a good enlargment. It you still
have the receipt stub. you
could send tor it.
That's all. Our mail is 'brought out to us; and I reoeived three
letters
today. And it's also tak~ in avers: morning so when I find time
I'll
keep dropping notes •. Love to everyone Of you. UteI' all,y.ou
don'.t seem very tar nay,at
the speed these B-29's travel.
Keep me
posted as to how you are. That's all for today. More shortly.
,Jaok
IJ

,.J.';0VlL
f'.

+
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aED CROSS
30 June 1945

Dear Folks;
Alain I get a chance ata typewr1ter at "depot" tor I had
to come 1nagaln :today on the laundry truok to ge t out letters to the
offioers and.·personnel at Helemano Weapons Training Depot for the1r
meticulous work 1n giv1ng us the works. So hereta more dope for the
records:
.
Thursday. the 28th, we took up the M-l. or Garand wbioh
is the popular 1ntantry weapon • .studied it all day and took physioal
exams1n the late afternoon.
Yesterday m,orning we took anotherot those 4-...mile marches
to the machine. gun range. S1nce someot the oompanies were moving
out to other places, the business was most intensive. But by holding my
pulse down on the f1r1ng line I managed to glean a 76; the top soore
in our outfit was as; and the young ,G,I. who usually comes next to
me in formation (pvt. Chester Nichols of Soottsboro, Ala.) took a 62.
70 1s the qulifying score and 50 is oons1dered tail'. The damned th1ng
shoots 650 rounds a ainute,1t you want it to, butil 150 rounds 1s
consider1ng best for the gun it you're not pressedo It heats qu1okly.
W~ shoot the air-cooled M 1919 A-4, which is mounted on
a tripod. One man carries the tr1pod, the other the weapon. The M 1919
A-6 used only a small b1pod (two-legger) and is much more mob1le in
the jungle,. so they sa1. But they're exactly al1ke except 1'01' the "pOds tf.
The targets,at 400 yards, look like this:
.

OOOD[J
~ ~ fB ~- ..

--------------------------+t
' ..
:\

the s i ngle target at top lett ,wi th
:3 round's. (You aim. at the black pastel'sbelow at 400 yards) and fire
three rounds at the targets on the lett. Then you proceed to 800 yards
and try the two on the r1ght, trying to plae$ three rounds 1n each ~t
the small square.h Wh11e doing th1s,' you have to manipulate the elev~t-10n
by means 01' an elevating wheel and a traverse wheel. So the oblique
'"
targ@t at the right 1s a ~on-of-a~gun. Between eaoh three shots (and '
they come in bUl'sts tor the gun is automat1o) you turn the &raverse wheel
two clioks and the elevatlng wheel one click. I got my best score on
the last target tor I ~ust have had 1t set just right, to begin with.
Wh11e we were waiting torgoing-baok
formation at noon,
a lot of the youngsters took down my name and address, etd. for I had
oome to know quite a few ot them, marohing and shooting with them each
day. Hated to see them ppll out.
You zero your weaponn i

-------~---------,~----~-
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In the afternoon there was no rest tor the weary. We went out again
to the Garand range under Capt. Ed/wardLehmant who is. tops in this
training business and he @i9.va
us the works on the' Garand~ At 800·
'
yards. We shot at targets;
our ,scores were kept by sergeants,
just as
1n the. morning machine gun work,·· arul I made 129. I needed. 14:0 for
.
"marksman medal" but 1~9 1~ p1'et ty fair. J:;oJVestin our gr'oup was 76,
highest 161. So I 'was .abou't in the middle with this one whioh I oould
stand atter shooting a pertec,t on the Camine and"qual1t:y-ing" on my first
trip to the maohine gun rangeo .
, , '
, ,
The scoring in, the Garand pits" 1s unusual ;to ~. T~emen in the p-1ts
(800 yards trom you) push up ths'.tarsets.
you tire~·then
they. pull the
targets down, see where you've hi tand wave. the torlow1'ng:abp
sigrt.als
on the end of a pole: bulls-eye is large wb.1teoirol'e;
4-ring is kxaBkx
:CJ:.ux.BXlIlII:~
is big red solid oirole; 3-ring (tha t' s going out from
the bulls-eye)
1s a blaok crosson
a white ba okground J if you hit in
the outside 2"r1n~. its a solid black cirole whioh tl;J;'tllj- wa.ve. I got three
bulls-eyes
during the work, Eachoounts-5 on your soore' .11' you don't
hit the target at all, the pit man waves a red flag oalled ":Maggie's
Drawers" ..• and everybody yells: ItHe got a Maggie". The ammun1
tion, which
is 30 calibre,
1s carried in qbando11ers' (belts) in olips ot 8 oartridges.
Today we're oleal:'ing voueher.sagain,
getting :ready to move on to
the It jungle" at 1 p.m. Sunday and so it goes. There's! no re.oess, exoept
a tew hours in the evenings and there's always so .muoh·paper work,
letters,
and oleaning gear and guns {whiob we do·after
we use them} that
we have little
free time. McFarlin and Look came in with me today and
we're staying in to dinner at Sohofield then out again on shuttle to
Helemano.
The week ah_eadlooks rugged but wet 11 be able to take .it" I guess
an4. the G.I.'s are always glad. to have us along
They don't know how
tough it 1s tor us to keep up with them to~ at sloh earl~ ages energy
seems to flow verra treely.
But we've got more energy n,9Y14..than
we '
had when we started and considerably less, weight around the middles.
. Ruby, I sent you .a pi ece of' white oOl\'a:L,
today for the rock garden
and Peg a bunoh ot kodach;romes of the islanCl •. The kodas look fanoy but
that a1n't wbare we are. They must have b~n.taken
before, the wawo
I also sent some sorap-book stuff ih ano~lier'lettel"..
. \...
All of your letteX'G. are ooming better now-- sometimes about 4
days. one came in three. Must have been alms9t non;:..stop-- to San F. and
then here.,
"
{'"
Tell Mabel I'll write to bel' when If, get a little
more time \
tor It 11 be swampedwith the .m11itary and 'm,y Unit for the next two O~,
three days getting us set 1n our new,spot,. getting aoquainted wi tIl a "'\
new bunch of officer~tand.
getting se.t for the Jungle course.
"'"
W11l send my first
two empty maohine gun'lbartridges
home with
the other "firsts"
when ,I can get them paQka&ed., Is papts Gorh knee h1gh
by the FOl,lrth ot July? It 1t isn't,
tell h1m to run the rows the Qtlle r
way. Love to al~ of you. I must sign oft, tor this maohine goes on
otfice duty now.
fa

Jaok

-

Sonora, Kcntuoky
June 27,1945 •
Dt3ar Folks,
I have been intending to ~Tite in the Robin for several days,but
there is so much to do around here that I haven't got around to it. At night
I oan't think of anything to say that would be of interest to you. I missed
the last round of the Robin and might as we£l start where I left off.
On our way home we went by Sanf'ranoisoo and I went, around to Stanford
to look the deal over with the prospeots of going to school htere next year. I
was very much impressed with the place. It is just about the type of scho~l
I want to attend. I met all of the profs that I would have next year;they spmt
a good deal of time with me. All of them seem to be regu~ar fellows. My major
professor is interested in the same things I am. They advised me to go in for
a doctor's degree. It would take two years of residence but since I have about
one half a year above the masters,I dont think I would have to work too hard.
There will be only two guys,myself included,who will be doing advanoed work
in biological science. They sai~ I would be sure of a good job after finishing
there, that biere are only five men in training in ichthyology in all U.S. The
government wants 100 now. With my administrative background 1'd be entering the
work in a high bracket. The biological soience field is most interesting to me.
I ~ looking forward to the work with a great deal of pleasue. I always did like
to go to school an~way. We expect to leave here within the next two or three
weeks. v'V'e need to get out there early in order to get set and I expeot to work
at something for a couple of months. School starts in Oct for the fall quarter.
·~hatt s the .one I want to make. Getting a place to live out there is going to
be plenty tough. That is another reason why we want to get out there early.
I wish it was so we could get together this summer but since Ele
end Ruby don't get out until Aug~st it would be impossible. Too Joe Rays
would probably find it hard to make the deal earlier. We will have to leave here
by the middle of July.
Joe, I ~ sending you some old letters which are back issues of
the Robin. If you ever get around to copping all of this tripe,you will be an
old man when you finish it. I suggest that you get somebody to do the typing
and let us.foot the bill. It isn't going to be so long until there will be a
surplus of typists. It would be nice to celebrate the twentieth year of the
Robin PW publishing a volume. The twentiety year should be pretty close on us.
I am having a trailer~two wheeler) built to haul our plunder out
west. 1 have been doing quite a bit of work on~ it toOand I have yet to build
the top. It will be all metal except the top which will be made of wood.
, Joe would it be pos::;iblefor you and you family to meet us at
Virginias for a day or so? I~ll help you out on the ~ost. Could you get away?
Meeting somewhere is the only way we will get to see you, and we all want to
see you and your family so badly. Let me know immediately what you think.
I'll write more the next time.
Love,

UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA
UNIVERSITY.
DEPARTMENT

OF

POLITICAL
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Dear Folks:
The Robin routine
has been buggared up E'omewhat. Ed should have
sent it on to Ruby and El and then to me, but he sent it on to me as
he had been accustomed to do when he was in the west, and nOlv I find
myself reading
Ruby's and ::n' s old letters.
And if I sent it on around
each one of Brovlll, Gin, Miss Jeffries,
and maybe Ed vd 11 take out their
old letters
that Eube and El haven't
seen and put in nevv ones -- and
Rube and El will miss a whole round.
From what Ed says,
I think we had better
figure
him out of the
Robin until
he writes
31 as to his California
aLldJ."ess. V]hen you have
his California
address,
El, you start
sendins
the Robin t 0 him, a..'Yld
he
can then continue
to send it to me.
For this time,
I am going to send it on to Ruby vJithout removing
anything
except some old letters
Ed and Jo sent me; Hube, you send it
to El, and El to me Emd thence to
rown, Gin, Miss Jeffries
and Ruby
again.
had
and
and
not

Nothing revolutionary
around here.
Hocking along.
l<:ids all have
colds lately,
but about to get strai:.htened
out.
Hot as blazes
sweating
like a nig:~er -- '11JOrkinghard.
Hope to get to meet Ed
family in Bowling Green before
they go to California,
but Vie may
be able to arrange
it.

Rube, when can you come to }:(entucky?
I 1:J1sh TiiJecould make it all
together,
but :Sd apparently
has got to decamp vlestward rjght
away.
El, what are your plans~
Couldntt
you come on dorm for a stay with
us in r:Puscaloosa?
Sure Vlould love to have :you.
Love

A'NFUL LOT OF IvTESSING AROD1'JD 'JInT r:LIHJ~ ROBIN:
I li/HOTEOlii MAY 7,
DIDN '~L' GET Ii EP. Ll:rr'rEH IE AND OPF' wrr:L1IL JUl\)EEX 12.
over a,month at Brovvnts and Ginls.
No sense in that.

VIRGINIA
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her torulUs

Ed"1 l,~tt.p SG.t~daJ" aa.y.tng tlbat Saba had bad w.t.

OXl the lSth a.nt1 tllat theycOUldntt leave t~O'1!
anotb~r twow~eke,
He add that w_eQ1lld have a
get togath()l) ;Y.!} BoWl:ln.s Q~ef#tl on ~ Ua7 oxcept JUly 221 when baba
would baVGto go. '0 Lou1tnd.l1e tw a cheob "'" I wond(itred 1t b_
wOUld take lwr to Louj.sv1l1o
on 3'lU'ldiiq, but I aauppC>tri$ h$ 1$.

GaJJ.£orma

out

tOll

Botb,\fipt31n1o..and !d !ne1sted that \v~all
como. That took A
deal of d$eld1ng~.beoau$$ the ba.by Wt!$ ~1nsa
fover y~8tel"""

g~at

day a.'Ilq is', atill.

we will all com(S.

I£ ab~ bne l"ecQV(l!'ed. 'Os the ti'IZW f'o~ US to lea....
11 nQt, t.l:'..en I wi1.1eome "1th th$ two 003'8,

\1e plan to C~
up to i3QWling Ot-een on the PM American on
~1da3', Jul:r 00# ~riv.1!'lb 1n Bow11ng Green .llt e p. ~!. Ifonl7
the boys and :I: eQ~e~ w{:) a,. leave hero on Julj ~9. S.all:r 1n better
this mom1ng .......:b.lZt~ a SQr~ throat s:nd I thtnk t~t 1a ~l t.hat's
tll$ Yaattel'. Ths.t Will give ~$ a tul~ dB::f saturday :in B01'tllng G~(im1.
'Ie pl@ to re~n
on T'~G$&LYI JullJ" 24.
..

I wish,. Ed, the,t I oould l:lt!VEt made 1'0 lat~j.";J' J\\&t to nmk~
au:r~ or a~~1r..a::h:l~anCl'J bllt rrlf boss plane to b$, out 1.'03:'" a 'Week
s.t~t't1ng J1.t11.2:;, and he wants me to bO' in tll.G o1't~lc~dur1ns that
WEHilt. As it 1a, ,'11$ Will Ct'V()rla.pa one ~
It
'l'hu$ wft w1ll have
Saturda:y ~ sunday. 1..'Wtl Uond.eJ in '81.)\711ogf$;t'oen. ~d... you w.vlte
BpQwn DJ.ldVlr&1;;Ja as. $0011 8..e J'Ott .Q:4l\ tolling them \thiGh oi.' thQsa
tbXt$. d4"'1ou QiUl. b~$t t1lC!m$ to Bowlins Oreen. I $\U"ahope wa oan
be tOS$the~ tot" one 'Of tho tlutel$i dar't .

non 't

I l:tke the' idea of the trfd,.l~ I Ed.
mek:e too 'DiS plans. a'bou;; tood, G1~.

t.

'lh. Id.da W()Uldlov~ It.
WfG

<Jan eut

haml>'l.txogel"a

or

Rube cOUld CQl1e, 1'.»..\1: Bd. $ay8 $he can J t set
a-1 untu late:l" 1n A\\guat, ~"ld 6l"$C$11t
letter t."O me !ndloatea ,the
same, and thus she would m18S tho :E.dF..qa ~f
Hope In dr1tt$ 1n
D$tc:ro we l:1'&tum.
eat bU

Sl.U'*eWish ole

1,ove.
G:1tma , toll

U1ae JetMee about the pl$n.

if ~vt,t t: '.t..•/
,~
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September 18, 1945

.l'~

Dear BLrown
I

telephoned mea rev minutes ago to tell me that she was
tlling suit tor divorce and that you were of a disposition
to contelt the suit.

tj

I am torn between a desire to t17 to salvage 'four family
i!UId the conviction
tut the best way to aalvage you and
the others in your te.m11y trom asi tuat10n that we hav
11 seen becoming tncre&singl'1 tatolerable
is to do what
Martha proposes. ,
In all fairness to
rsoD. to live with. I love l'
recognize quite clearly that being married to you is a heavy
crOS8 tor a.nr woman to heal-. 1 don*t 8&'1 thi. to hurt you
ut rather because I consider it an eS$ential part ot the
case. I am willing to coneede that you have tou
ground to geel that I&rtha has squared ,oft aga!n8t you tor
the chlldren and that you are entitled - a8 any father
ould be -... to feel resentful.
But .",en there I th1nk you
must accept a part of the responsibility
tor the sitUAtion
whj1ch has developed.
.
It von*t do &n¥ good, however, to try to place the bl
or what has happened. The ta.ct that !t haa happened and that
it bas been $everal years at arriving at the state at whioh
I found 1t vhen Martha telephoned me 18 the most important
0ll8ideration.
The question then is what should be your attitude in tb
tter.
Iatran.kneBs I must say that whatever you may hope
to gain in conte8ting her aotion can hlJ.%'dl'1
be worth the \
struggle.
Suppose you do defeat the aotion. even then you have
muchworse 8ituation at home than you have now -- and
Ood lco.ovslt' e bad now Bad as could be. Defeat 1n
4i vorce oause won*t change JJartha., 1t won't Dlodif7 her convictlon that ahe can't rais. her children with you 111the
house. I know YOW:main concern., a.nd hers too, tor a long
time has been tOll preserve a.n unbroken home tor lthe childre.u..
And yet there is no question' in my mind thAt a house divided,
with deep animus and constant bicker1ng and bitterness
1
.infinitely
worse atmosphere for chlldren than having
separated parents who, when taken separately .. are nor:
and aooeptable peopleo
0

,

I feel turtheraore that a tully contested divoroe aotlon
is an estre:melT nasty busines.. UteI' the matter has passed
ita prel~mlnart stages &l1dthe violence of it is in full
IWing, 1t throws its weight around like a. wild bull -- an!
veI7body ln the neighborhood gets hurt, tome of them
seriously.
You can't m1n1m.ile the etfect that aueh
procedure would have on yow:-ohlldren~ And on you. It·.
no career-vrecking disgrace to be divorc.d.
But it is
if' the actlon involves the· public va.hing ot .11 the
personal and ta.m11,.linen.

(

•

At t s put 1t all in t_1'_ ot me: the day 1If1 wite tiles sui t fer
divorce againat me and convince, _ that she wl1l no longer w1l1ingly
accept me as her husband, th&t day is the day when.I con.ent to a.
d1vorce -- and with the full convic.t1on tha.t that 801utlo11 is the
Only available one to all concerned!) It fa. bad." that that t S all there 1••:.k
,!'he situation can't be _f'orcErdj and a defeated divorce actlon 1tde nothing'
,ore than a legally antoneed lU.rr18,ge. I now you ,are both very bitter
about it .. but that bitterness wUl grow and tester if 70U conte8t ~d win.
I would advise a..cClu1esceno,e. That. cloe.u'.t me... 'tha;t you 11'111 lose your
children to:rever Co You caD: 11 ve close to them andb,e with them whenever
you lilte
I think the,. will regA,rd 10U 1I0re tavo:rably 8J1.dlfa:rtha will
see you lIo:re~harltabl'1 it the increasing burden of your personal
ditterences is e:r&sed. Then';' too, you are not an old man. You will have a
chance to; work out a .ituation 1n which TOU cu enJoylJ1Uah 8reat8;r
happiness th.a.n. for several years has been;roln' lot.
If

Ue&se don*t th1.nk:It. officiou.s and sticking 1lJ:f hQSe in your bus1ne1as.
It's If1 business, too. You're body an4 10ui the $$JIlEJ' stuff I am. And I
love TOUI' children almost as If1 own. I f.nt not taJd.l/lgJlartha t sk side ,in
the lssueo
If it vere a clear issue as betW8.enyou·and
her, ltd go
vith my own Vi thaui batting
an. eye. It f ..jus t the. t I think tr OlIlJ1our
ow. point of view, from.qour owa welfa.re land that .Qt your children,. once
the deciSion 1s _de o:aMapths,'s part .. that the.lty part of the
bUsiness should be got tlU-ougb.Wi tb as hastily'and cle&n.ly as po. sible •
I'dk like to see you and' talk wit.ll you.

I can come up 'sometime 'before the e:

.nd orlth!. week, but our new term starts 'on ,Konda'1the 24th ~d I can

hardly leave aftel' thatoJlow
'about Com:1.ll.g to eee lite?
8;wa1to~ tvo or ~ee days at a ti_ like thief' ltd be
to have you come t01' a little
Visit •.;.overlannd above
part ot it.
Can. you eGl11e~I tlleome
up this week ead
make.lt doW%).
here~ r think: .fOUfd enjoy a visit here.

You need to 'get
very much pleased
the troublek
if you can*t

Your brother,.
'"

loe.
Let me mow itl

can come to see you by Fr1day.

-/

/1

• 1:

,~.,

PRIVATETORUBY.DON'TLETMOTHER
READ.
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21- Sept-

Ruby:
I'1I1wrlkhting this
tonight.

I got five

NellI s condition.
If that

by candle light

letters

tonight

for our lights

went off for some reason

-- and tb9 last one told what you thought of

That she is gettiing progressiLve ly worse, etc.

is the case-

and knowing how bad both Dad and Mother ware last winter

I doni t want you to have to go through a tough se ssion without me. I'm going to app ly
11m not going to re sign from Red Oross for rq

for a furlough which can be extended.
standing is very high

here,

according

to my evaluations,

or three years more 0 Hoqwaver, I think I'd
the deal is tmreo
Dec. 1st ani our

This pla.ce will
need here will

these months Of. slavish

better

de-populate

decrease

doings in taking

and I may give them two

come home for a time to see how

to about

from now

Olh

~O%

of its, ,personnel by

So I feel

justified

steps to go back until

after

I see h~ Nell and

Dad do.
Tomorrow or next day I will go to the Red Oross ad:ninistrative
ask them to oable or airmail
C1'leralready

for a report

wlith my il1llD3diate supervsior

is danger of your mother's
or serve in another

critical

on Nell,

for a furlough.

and he advises

this

step.

section

and

Have talked
He

it

said if there's

:i,.llness, don!t wait for "you oan always come baclt'

areao

I woulld sugge st you get Nell to go ( or have Ron make her go) to Dr. Paul
Wilson. He·.... s our good friend

and I don't

mind of he reads this

letter.

Then when

lilrs. Fouse of the Butler Oounty Red Cross cal1.s Ol!'checks, Dr. Wilson will
to pre sent a diagnosis
II

whic"h should read something like this

Jack M.MacDonaldls mother very ill.

area.

strongly

recommends presencell•

her age. All of this

strongly

ihdicated.

Prognosis means

within

stroke

Prognosis poor. Doctor

"chances of getting

better

II

a:t

is true but the wording of the wire has a lot to do with

tm aotion we get out mreOross and military

for quick aotion:

Diagnosis high blood pressure

IlDIi:axdlariB!lJ:lIIl11l1X Cancerous condition

we

where there

top eemlons

recommends pre senee" in.

is sortiGof a dilatory

coo.dition;both

in Red

since the shooting war has ended. Get lithe doctmr

You could even go to Drl Greer and tell
her; and then have him go personally
diagnosi s and prognosis

him about

Nell,

mybe have him examine

to Mrs, Fouse'and tell

is. And what the raturn

her what the

wire should oarry.

All of which

is true.
Thera is no reason to stay out sevaral more months if I kick myseif for the
rest

of rq life

if

sOlJIlethinghappens to Nell and Dad ( and particularly

you say has been getting

worse all

Nell whom

summer). The shoooting war is over and these

boys are now in no life

danger. Ve expect a shipment of new canteen and club

worlrers }:ere to releive

tm morale situation--

done will
last

rugged work we have

and the really

be over by tb:l tine the furlough goes ~hrough. Vhich should be about the

of October. It will take about three weeks or more to get the report

process it.

and

And get orders cut.

There is plenty

of transportation

alane could clear this

island

out here"'- both ships and planes.

in a few days. On their

The ATO

runs to Tok;yothey took 12,000

north in two days time. The main reason the deploymmt of troops moves slowly is
because the army want s to abso~ption into civilian
Weknow that.

But in case of illness

I wouldn't be t.aking anybody's seat--

and possibly

life

to be without to much incident.

worse during 'tbsl coming winter,

for there are lots

of

II

seats" -

if the govto

would give the go sign.
After I see what can be done at home, I'll
the matter of re-assignment
aven at some future

go to Washington and talk

to give Red Cross more of my valued services.

date want to come back out this

way tok India,

over
I may

Singapore, Ohina,

Korea, or Japan for a year or two.
Then, Morris Zook who plans to do tb:l sam thing-states,

sell

our nawspaper interests

newspaper of our own. Wethink that
the report.
'0

It will

come (the

and I will go back to

as we now have tb9m, and start
is the set-up.

a new

Use your judgment about

cable )to Mrs. Fouse of the Oounty Ohapter.

s.sibly Dr. Greer would be be at to ta lk to.

Themthey wouldnIt phone up to

Zillah Shremp or someone else to check. Although I think the workBr comes out
~om Butler. Thass all. I'll wait a dav or two till this letter gets started.

You might even go down to Dr. Greer and go with him to Mrs.

Fouse and tell

her you1re expecting a cable through to check. Then she would know what. to
expect when it came. That would get me home quickly in case Nell did take a
turn for tha worse as winter comas on.
Whentm Red Oross wire gets back here, "III:!' orders to go are "cut" on whatever
I only want a furlough-

ship or plane is going at tb9 time. Prob»ly ATCplane.
not a resignation--

for "III:!' record is good and I know.Washington will

re-assigmant.

Suoh a furlough in case of ne sscity

for unlimited

time,

but a resignation

now that tl'e war is over but I don't

is final.
feel

or illness

can be extended

Many'have resigned

like doing that

think I III

give them more of "III:!' time -- and so does Zook who plans to go ~
on a furlough,

time. That is all

get his wife (they have no children)
in tis

and I think I shouldn't

future.

Ne11' s condition

out here

for the Red OrosI really

needs people who wi 11 work. And soma of us are like thato I still

off,

be agreeable

as tide tapers

and come back out for a

now give s me the most concern

fool around for 10,000 miles is a long ways away in case'

she took a sudden turn for tl'e worse-

and I comln't

get there.

I'd

never forgive

JIl3tself for that.
So deoide what you think

best. from there-

Fouse at the Y.M.O.A. Bldg. in Butler.
prognosis

(or Drllfiilson)

the cable will come to Mrs.

Dr. Greer could give the diagnosis-

-- and my orders will be cut after

back out :here. I should be home then early

in November-- and I'll

so organized then that I can leave without feeling
tio more assistant

~eld

direcyors

and a typist

our new area next Wednesday; and I ill
And I have Bill

That's

months.

have all

have this

place

any qualms as to dpty. I get

tomorrow to break in; we move to
set up before I have to start

home.

Knapp groomed for myvplace, just ready t.o step in.
all

be bad for her. Just

( arrq,

the replrf is received

for tonighttell

Don1t

let Nell get wind of this

for that would

her 11mcoming home because the war is over and personnel

navy, sea-bees and all)

on this rock are being· cut to ~O% within next two

Love
Jack

to

Ruby:
This is a PRIVATE note, in the letter. I'm undecided what I Should do
out here-- in a way--and want your opinion. The fact remains, the war is ~
and while there is scads of'Xwork right now, it will slack off in about two
weeks after this prisoner of war outfit gets through here to the various corners
of the earth~
I had a chance to go to Korea-- was picked among the first six-- but I
turned it down on advice of good supervisor friends because this promotion was
due-- and it carries considerable standing out here. We're at the headquarters
and our office does the biggest business on the rocko Tonight I'v'e been asked
to speak to the officers at the I and E series-- lid be the third. Doolittle
was the first speaker. (I and E means Intelleigence and Education).
Had I gone to Korea it would have been as a wheel-horse for the RC work
for a bunch of fighting military officers and fighting Red Cross men. It was,
in other words, a bad outfit to tie up to. And I was warnad against it. It is
very prDbable I will get further chances to that plee or to Japan, if I want
themo
Personally under a setting like this-- destruction and more army camps
and occupation-- these are not Oook Tours and the deal is about the same wherever
you are. Here on Okinawa, in Japan, or Korea. you1re in an army camp wherever
and not on a peace-time sight-seeing jaunt, like the postcards show.
I like the work, I', going good at it, and I think I can get along with
any army group anywhere-- for thSthas been demostarted.
But to me the deal is like this. You are there, holding the fort after
the war is over. And my mission ie, in a sense, completed. For there will be very ItiZ
little dea~d
destruction from here on-- the danger is gone and only the
disgruntlement of stFing on away from home remains. We can and do alleviate that
but whether at my age and your age and Dad and Mother's age, I shold continue for
long, I don't know~
.
I will have been in six months in Oct. 16. If you think I shoud stay
axt on till spring, maybe go forward to Tokyo or Korea, 1111 do it. But it's not
a matter of seeeing the world after the shooting war is over, for now is not the
time- there's too much turmoil of adjustment and rebuilding-- and itts still army
set-upfrom an army camp.
I can resign here, or ask for re-assigmant in the states-- and it will
probably take six weeks to get home after I do that. I can groom Bill Knapp to take
my place for he's a baeelor and has nothing to gobaek to, particularly, so he
says.
I know the Red Cross is anxious for us to stay on, for they froze us here
until at least two mnths after Aug. 10. And to get home "in favor" you hve to prasent
damned good reasons, which of course I have. Mother and Dad, old and not well;
business conditions; possible sale of stook in newspaper; your quitting teaching;
Isabel's possible moving out and leaving you with my paents on your hanis. You see,
a lot of the top guysbhave made a careeer out of Red Cross and expct to go back
in the states and keep at it. They were in it before they came-- and they need
WORKERS, who will work. I can stay in it, too, I believe, but r'm not sure that.s
what we want. I have made excellent contacts out here and may tr.y other fields
or going into the newspaper game myself or publicity, public ralatio~s for large
compaies, orvradio. But what do you feel about the time element? I think I could
get out of here by good grace b~fore Christmas, or I could go on forward or build
up here. Give.me an idea of what you think for you've said nothing~ And this is
the first letter I could write for censomread all others. Write me a frank
and detiled lash-up. For maybe weld better get going on our own post-war world
and this has been no pienicfor you, I know. Nor for me, but it has beena a big
exparience that I needed to give me confidenoe in my own ability to get along
under s~ange and otten very tough situation•• Tha•• all--cept mu~

PRIVATE
NOTE
24thllf

RubYS
I went to loth Armyhq. this Bl'ternoon (that's
up) and talked to Ralph Phillip
Told him the set-up.

Sept

1945

where the supervisors

about the home p~oblem(of Nellis

He said they have to

III channel"

lash

cQndition.)

the thing by sending a wire

to chapter (always Red Cross channels); then the chapter, headed by Mrs. Mlrgaret
Graham Fouse ( friend of Dr. GrElerfts)will contact you; find out whether Dr.
Paul Wilson or Dr. Greer ( I gave both names not knowingwhich you preferred to
discuss it with) knowabout Nellis condition.

I would advise Hon taking her to

Paul or you taking her to Dr. Greer and then explaining the sitU3.tion about her
condition pri~tely
worse. Privately

to him ( how she cries and lies
I think and knowall

of

til

on couch and seems to be getting

do that it is a cancerous business for

it has missed noneof the Gardners. )
Then the chapter sends back the wireto Red Cross National Headquarters
at WaShingtonani they forward it here.
Red Cross service
res ign flatly-

in thefuture-

and I really

That keeps the way open for additional

th1s cbinnel1ng-

think I'll

comeback out th,"s way some day with you

and finish

off another term of thisdoings-

India, or

some other place.

This 18 not premature here-

for otherwise I would have to

in Shanghai, Hong Kong, Tokyo, or

for this place is beginning to fold.

Ralph

told me the loth Armywill get out of here an;y day nowand personnel allover
rock will be reduced to

~O% or

less,

in troops.

That would mean re-assigment

anyway-- and I might as well comehomefor a time, see howNell is-- and the
leave under this set-up can be indefiniteor eslewhere) later.

and then return here ( oril to Europe

The ROwill contact you as to which Dr.-- and thenthe Dr.

will give diagnosis-prognosis,

as I indicated

in quoted wire.

I believe all

those

facts are true as I knowthem-- and as you baverelayed them to me. Hon can help on
this

running around, if she will--

see you all about

~

and getting

Nov. 1st or shortly

somereport on Nell. Will probably

thereafter.
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PRIVATE

4- Oct- 45
Ruby:
Our mail has been late for the past few days due to the moving of the
cormnand
post area and t~
pos.toffices vdth it. I received seven letters today.
And this is just a note at noon for I have a typewriter now--and wonlt have
after the crew gets back from mess. Our lights not on yet in the quonset
but r 1mgoing to take this typewriter to my tent tonight and drop you a
long lett:; r •
This has been a job-- this moVing-- terrific-but we bhve managed
well. I'm still settling the details.
Have two off sick today, a new man
and a new girl coming fun. This is now the largest office oil the rock and
the busiest.
Zook reed a wire today confirming our promotions as of Sept. I.
Camefrom Director of Operations Christinasen at Manila.
Gave speech at 625 Ord yestdy-- and stayed for mess and general
good time in eve. Talk went over in big fashion and they1re slating lie
again. Toldmny stories. Not Joe1s-- got his letter,
tooo
Hope you got the lett~rs about the Illeave" and the procedure. I
plan to return sometime to the EASTif all goes well and Zook and I have
far-reaching career plans.
To get my orders for travel, r repeat, we must have a doctors
report on Nell--(he can tell you privately)-I suggest Paul-Wilson or
Dr. Greer. Also might include Dad's vomiting and general illness' with
high blood pressure. Also age 76. Ca5l:bb1eshouldread, if possible:
"Diagnosis mother high blood pressure, pDsbably cancerous infection
(or some such), prognosis guarded (or grave). Father too ill. Aged 76.
Doc~or strongly recollilIlendspresencell•
.
. •
The doctor gives this report to the Red Cross at Butler who wire
it to Washington -- and Vlashington wires it from National RCHq. out here.
r really believe I should comehome for a time to starighten out affairs,
see what about Nell and Pap, and generally releive the situation.
It can
be done on leave which can· be' extended indefinietJ.yand still
leave tre
way open to comeback.
.
....
,.
You might include in a letter to me how ill you think Nell is
and Papso I can read it personnal1y to Gramtel, my supervsior, vmo is
my good friend.
In your last you said you sometimes think tlshe will
not livetill
Springll• Thatwas what I applied for leave verification
for.
Makethe letter as strong as you like and see fit to do, giving your
true feeling about it, and I'll show to Grmmel'l. Of coms e 1.ti.th blood
pressure in stroke area, you maybe right.
Will close now for must have mess. Iohger letters toni ght.
Jack

14- October- 1945
Dear Folks~
,This is Sunday morning and I'm on duty all day ( we take
single duty on Subdays for itts usually 'a slack day which enables everyone
to get caug~t up on tµeir washing, writing, read&ng, etc). So, between
i,nterruptions, rIm going to try to give you an iElea of what a real typhoon
is like"
We moved to this highest spot on the island on Sept. 29 and
in many ways it is very beautiful for you can see the China Sea and the
Pacific and there is lots of green vegetation" But it doesnft have the
advantages (typhondlcally speaking) of the old war-time area where we
had dug-outs and fox holes. The tents of the thirteen colonels, for
instance, are strung along a ridge above the quonset hut area and the
quonset hut of General Lawson also lies on this ridge" Nice View, nice
quarters but hell for typhoons.
It rained and ble10lT
mildly all night Monday', Oct 8 and was
still raining 'early Tuesday "'Thenthe typhoon warnings began to come in ..
I had come over to the quonset (there are about twenty of them in rows
inbthis new Command Post area slightly lower than the tents on the
surrounding bluffsloWore only kahkis and my helmet liner and didn't bother
to take poncho along ..
The wind was rising when we struggledx through the mud to the
mess hall at noon but we had no idea what was in store for ~he rest of the
day. About 2 p.m ..it began to be hellish ..Rain in sheets and wind roaring
and coming in.terrific gusts ..We battened down the quonset as well as
we could inside, locking all files and stacking them together on the far
side away from the wind and rain~- and covering all office supplies and
typewriters with tarpaulins and old mail sacks. We also stacke~tables
and caairs along the curved walls to protect them somewhat~ These quonsets
are made of semi-circular steel beams with corrugated steel platinge About
half way up along the sides m.sa row of "windows" which are copper screened ..
The steel plating is lifted above these somewhat like a porch roof, so that
the rain doesnft come staright in, --but it does come in, even in a mild
shower ..In a typhoon, you might as well 'be outside, as far as the rain
is concerned.
About 3 p.m ..the quonsets began to show wear and tear ..The
lorrer plates along the ground began to "flapll. So Bill Knapp and I went
out with big spikes and naile~ ours down ..We waded mud to our knees
for this is a new area and has been graded recently. And got soaked to
the hide for my borrowed poncho was no good in the wind.
~
There were several of us in the quonset at the time but they
~
to take off toward the tent area for we -knew then that this was no
Ilordinary" typhoon-- and tents had to be battened and gear put in duffles
and collected in case the tents went. Finally there were only six of us
left-- Capt. Joe Guthrie who has been through all campaigns here for 42
months; Ed Warren who was just out of the hospital after having dengue
fever; John Stewart, my jeep driver, Jules Schrager, another Red Cross
man, and aFfaihe:runidentified GI who was as dumll as an ox.
Abo~t 3:30 the colonels' tents on the ridge began to pull
off their bases ( theytre f~oored and boarded part way up-- and lashed
to trees around~. So the colonels could be seen scurrying to the mess
hall nearby (they have a separate smaller mess hall). By this time the
wind had increased to a steady roar and the rain was coming in bucketsful
Around 4:30 the first of the colonels' tents went up like a b&x kite in
the air and crashed over the cliff.
0

p

Page 2
And at the same tine our quonsets began to "peelll•
The roofs(which
projectx like a street-car ventilator) went first and the gale ripped
them against other quonsets in the area. Then all hell broke loose ..
The lights 'went out; we could see texnts going down allover the area;
two more of the colonelsfs tents took off in ths air scattering gear
and footlockers and clothes high in the air; pieces of corrugated metals
sailed past cutting cables and banging into poles. And our own quonset
began to rock a trifle ..
But there was no place to go; no hole in the ground; no leaving because
of the danger of flying debris and metal-- so we "sweatectitit outll" When
it began to get dark, the rain was so thick and the wind roar~d so loud
that you could neither see nor hear anything except a -few fee/from you.
We stacked some boxes and long low benches we have in this office in one
corner and huddle~together
for it was getting cold and we had no blankets
and were soaked to the hide.
There was IBrashing sounds as quonsets would move off their bases;
sheet metal would crash against the sides of our quonset; and someone
would yell. When it go, completely dark, it seemed a dark outlook for us"
We planned what we would do if our quonset begah to twist or move-- and
we decided weld make a dash to a ditch beside the road below us-- until
someone said that just before dark the ditch looked like a lake4 So we
stayed where were were"
Joe' suggested we'fd'petter huddle as close as possible for warmth, after
wrapping the ponchos around us-- the rain swept through the place in
sheets-- so we huddled in one corner. Od&ay enough there was no griping
no particular feeling of fear, no philosophizing-- we just sat there
and knew if our time came, there woutd be nothing we could <itoabout it
except to,.Jlle.ke
a try. if tile quonset didn tt hold. It I s the s-ame feeling
you get when Jap planes are pinpointed above and you don't know whetBer
or not theylre going to jettison their bo~bso
From 5 p~m ..till 10 we stuck it out-- we heard screams which we found
,out later was a quonset scru~ching down on some Jap prisoners of war
iJho had sought shetl ter under lt ( five vlere crushed); we heard the wind
sh:t9,kuntil yout d think nothing coul,d go on so long in such fury; and we
all took one chill after anotheX',from the wet and cold.
,
About 10 o(clock the typhoon begafi to abate-- or at least we thought
it was abating-- so Ed Warren and I decided weld slosh to the tent area
to see what had happened t#ere-- and where all our gear was We hadnl t
heard from anybody since Bill Knapp had left early in the afternoon~ We
had difficulty in the darkness finding where we had livedfor tent wreickage
and frameworks were strewn, allover the place 1 mixed with wire's and debris.
But we found ours at last. Most of the roof had come down but Bill had
fixed a pole sideways so we could climb under the remaining canvas-- and
he was in there "sweating it out" tooJwrappe~ in blankets with his poncho
over him and tar paper and wet blankets above that. Ed and I swung our bunks
under what was left-- it was still raining hard and all in the dark-- and
got the least wet blankets, wrapped in them, with our ponchos-- and dropped
on our bunks, too, in the rain. We were so damned ti~ed-- everybody is faggm
after these things-- that we slept like logs-- rain, wind, and all-- althougr
rain and wind both abated all during the night..
.
In the morning, it was still cold and dark but at least there ~as
light from the day-- so we began clearing the debris and nailing up canvas.
You never saw such s~ke:,p.and strewn clothing and, gear, except after ~ big
fire when there has been:\lots of water poured into a building. But it IS
amazing how fast you can get a small spot in which tS live, sit down or
lie dovmo
'
0
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We strung our soaked clothes and blankets outside on anything theytd
hang to; then went over to the quonset and with mops and brooms started
cleaning it up. A little later the sun came out and thmgs began to dry.
By noon this office was operating.
I took off in the Ueep up to the old area to find out what had happened
to my warehouse-- and f~niid that whole area was "goundedll• I had just moved
five tons of supplies from Naha the day before in army tru~ks. When the
big hospital tent blew down, it lit on the supply boxes an~ the floor
of the lIi'tarsand Stripesll office tent from a hundred feet 'away lifted up
and sat down on top of our tent, holding ·the canvas over tlle supplies.·
I surveyed the area and found the framework of an old barbershop, with floor,
about 500 yards away; got my warehouse GI to get a stockade detail; and with
two 17 by 40 tarpaulins which were in the warehouse, got a new "shelter"
started-- and we were issuing stuff in no time. The big geperal warehouse
at Naha went d01~-- and all offices there were swept away-- with 75% loss
of supplies, so I was luckYb We had bales of towels, soap,' 2,000 books
and magazines, scads of st~onery and toilet arttcles in my warehouse
ready to dish out.
Hospitals took an aWKful beating for most of them were levem -- so our
first stuff \~ent to them -- and is still going.
Day before yesterday I was called to a IIdepartment headsll staff meeting
in General .alIMson
I s headquarters
WIth the colonels and I found that 10 000
,tents had been destroyed including 87 large hmspi tal tents; the isJ.ant had
only 6 days rations ahead but that was being remedied with B-29ts flying
food in ( it takes 225 tons f§r one meal on this rock) with 250,000 troops
and about 222,000 natives; ship losses were heavy with LST's, tugs, and other
small ships as well as several larger ones going on the reefs. Sailors bodies
are§tj.Jl._being washed ashore but there was no loss of life among soldier
personnel on the island although the natives and Jap prisoners suffered some.
There were about 100 casulat1es in broken limbs, et~. The waves reached
'
40 feet in height and in one, $.ea-Bee garbage disposal installat)ion at Bolo
Point a loa-ton piece of concrete was moved nearly ,60 ~eet by the waves and
wind. All postoffices were leve1ed but not one piece of first class mail
was lost (so they said).
.
General Lwwson has recommended that the island be avacuated as an
army base and yesterday Joe Stillwell told his loth army troops that there
was no use trying to keep the place,while peace was on under such conditions
as three typhoons within a mOn~h ...
They expect to reduce the force here to
about 30,000 by January first, just enough to keep the airfields and other
more permamnet installations operating.'
On top of the typhoon, Bill Knapp, my right hand man who has been with
me since we came here, was d~ged
to a new post f8~ to the south; Ed Warren
is back in the hospital to be evacuated for health reasons; and I'm t1'y~ng
to lash a new personnel into shape.
Wayne Rhodes was in to see how I fared and Frank Smith from Slippery
Rock and a whole contingent from the 625 OrdBance where I made the speech
last week were in yesterday to see how I fared. We&ve at least made lots
of friends who come for, miles to see what happened to us.
I know you folks must have been worrieoo.for we listened to some
of the state-side broadcasts-- and they certainly painted a "fancyll picture.
It was fancy here but not quite so much so as their statements that the
typhoon"~l-~~.~r~~~E~li."",~han an atomic boIIlpII
~~one
or-us, since ~eneralStillwellts
announcement, expect to be
~e
too long now ..But "just When II we?on.' t kI1?'::
.~,sM.!.~~_
......
Love to you all
9
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PRIVATE
NOTE

17- October- 45

Ruby:
Yesterday the wire came and it's

I get going homevffird.I have to get

very probable it won't be long now till
a letter

off to the RC hdqrs.

according to Grannell I should get ATC plane transportation.
is true.

I have to get two or three

nI1 Re money affairs

straightened.,

days of reorganization

etc.

days, maybe more, if

Vlhich I hope
in this

office,

Lost five people this vreek and have

six new ones to break in for a short time. But at most I'd
out of here not later

today and

say I should be

than Nov. 1. Maybe sooner. Will take three
a back-log of officers

our four

at Guam, to fl;9' home.

Will write more specific oIly ,men I know more. So hold the fort.
Okinawan is coming backS Will ship much of my stuff

and travel

The

light.

Thass all-

maybe more later

in day. These are rush times again vrith so

many shifts

in my personnel.

But 11mholding the fortJ

Jack

Huch love-
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November 18, 1~4b.

My lJears:
As we can't find out where the Robin is. and following
instructions trom our Brot-her Joe we are s'tarting it allover again.
If this should catch up with 6he old Robin it would scarcely be worth
including anyway, so old.
I had a good letter from Ruby with three good kodak
pictures of herself showing off her new teeth and new suit, and
would put her lett3r and kodaks in this l~tter, but s~nt both o~ to
Auntie, and doubt if I ever ge t ei'ther back. Maybe .she can put some
more p-ictures in when this gets to her. One of the best things about
her letter was the news that Jack is at home, and that they may come
to Kentucky between Thanksgiving and Christmas. We wontt look too
hard untill we hear for sure this "tripwill m'1terialize. We could
think of nothing nicer than to have them come any time, and much
nicer the sooner.
Ruby your suit looks quite stylish, and I do believe
your teeth improve your looks. That Sally is cute as a button.
We are looking for Sam by Christmas, in an uncertain sort
of a manner. Whetner he comes or not,more or less depends on how the
'trouble in China tu-r.-ns
out. The Third Marine Division has been loaded
to go in China in case of trouble for over a month, and doubt if they
get to come quite yet, unless things look better than th~ do now. If
all the First D1v1sion Marines have to be evacuated, "hen The 'rhird may
have to stand by longer than expected. The whole thing seems uncertain.
All 10 pemnt men have just recently sailed, and next allover 4u points
a~·eto sail and Sam has 46 points.
I am sendtng my brother half a dozen pair of shorts like yours
Joe, and maybe he will answer wi th a card telling us he is still alive.
We don't write them and shoUld not expect to hear, but if Jack and Ruby
come we will all take off and go down there for the day.
Eleanor, did you send word to everybody who they drew. for
Christmas gifts. I remember you and Mrs. C,nambers had t.hedrawing, but
have he8rd nothing ab ut it sime.
Write everyb9dy at once if you wan't
it to be in time for Christmas.
Joe, I have hel"l.rd
nothing from. our Brother Brown SlnC'3 :',Cou
and he were here, 9.ndhe decided his brothers and sisters were all against
him, and he Was going to have nothing to do with anybody who did not think
he and Marthaeb ould make a reconcileation out of this mess they are in.
He left here saying he would be back every week-end, and I have not seen
him since •• I can't understand him at all at all, or any of the affair.
There ia something I don1t know about that Joe must know. I resent the
way Martha and her daughters are acting, and don't ever ca.L'eto see them
again. I would like to.have-both the boys come-and visit us, and have
asking them for Christmas. Dont t know wnether ,!-o
0 r not.
J
/">
/l

~J!a.

Benton, Kentuck~!,
Dec.5,1945.

Dear Joe,
I

Last week I was down to seelvill B,and he was on a low limb. He
i& a~ hard as ever to understand,as indeed,that 1 don't doubt that he doesn't
understand himself. He raves at length that everybody has deserted him,nobody
loves him. Blames his brothers and sisters, chiefly Ruby and me for putting the
idea of a divorce in lviartha'
s mind. Says we suggested it to her at various times.
He yet does not concede anyone anything. Says he has bean a loving father to
the children, given them everything they ever needed and now they have turned
against him. He is not sure that the boys are not on his side. Says Martha two
years ago put on a campaign of being good to the kids to win them over.Yet
in spite of all he had done for them they want to stay with },lartha.He wants
the boys and let her have the girls. He assumes no obligation for the girls.
Has an\dea that he can put the boys in a military school and take care of them.
I tried to convince him that he couldn't do that. I don't have the slightest
idea how well I succeeded in it. Tried to get him to agree to a year's
separation which ffrarthaagreed to but he said he would not de that. He wouldn't
live in Hell for a year. He has to have a woman to live with. he will get a
divorce even if Martha doesn't and he will marry him the best little woman in
.....
:::
Tennessee and forget about them. Says Martha has over-developed masculine
tendancies,broad shoulders and small hips. The woman he is going to marry has
small shoulders and big hips with sex appeal. It seems that he has already
picked her out. He blames N"artha for all of his troubles, but some tf the girls,
too,contributed to them. Vivian is the meanest girl he ever saw yet he says
later he loves all of his ch·ildren intensely. He wrote 1,larthCl
a letter condemning
her for the worst crime anyone can commit~dragging out all of the family
keletons,then at the last of the letter states that he cannot live without her.
That she is the only woman he will ever be interested in and ju:;,tto touch her
sweet lips would repay him for all of the misery thb.t she has caused him. Every
concept he has built up is sometime during a conversation is contradicted. Nothing
he says add~ up to reason. He is mentally off the beam. I sug6e;;;tcdthat he
see a psych~atrist to straighten him out in his problem,~ut he only scoffed at
the idea, instead I should see one. Ilnder all of his ideas and argument one can
easily see that he has been deeply hurt and he tries to cover this up by blustering barnstorming e,rgument on his rights as hQad of his f&mily. Martha is asking
for the house and a divorce. Says she doesn't ask for alimony although her
lawyer included that in the suit. I am of the opinion that she should have
~limony if she is to keep the family together as she plans to. She has spent
22 years trying to satisfy his every whim and wild eyed ideas and in that time
has lost out in any profession that she could have engaged in. She certainly
would be able to do better than $100.00 a month at this staEe.
The kids seem to be well satisfied in their new set-up. f- visited them
when they were all at home. The three older girls and Martha makef340.00 per
month and, of course,this is more than they have ever had before. The girls
should be in school though. It i;>only'natural .that the kids would side with
their mother even if they didn't want their father to leave. They need her worst
than they need Brown. They say they have no peace around home when he is there.
lollartha
states that she will never' try to keep them from secinl:;the kids any
time he want~ to,but t hat none of them can live with him. I am sure they do
not want to. Bro\Vllplans to live at another place in Lebanon. I advised him
to live some other place. Both Brown and I\1urthuaccuse the other of all sorts

of things and they at this stage are outwardly very bitter
toward each other,
but 1 think that is only a front.
Certainly, they will never have happine",s
tocet.her, for indeed, they never have. They have alnays been miserable
over
one thing; or another.
I think if I had six kids I would be jUt>t as mentall y
confused "'~ Bro'wn is. Indeed, I think I would be a physical weeck,a neurotic I
und ever:rching else in the ,book. li'ifteen years ago I called Brown~s attention
to ~Jhe fact th$llt a smaller famil./would
be more de::.;irable, but he at th!i1t,as
in c.ll other mutters, YI/;).S bull-h8t',ded •• ;0 one cou.ld ever c[][l,:GCe'
him in the most
minute way by talking
to him. A::.;I have said before,he
is a lost ball.
I doubt
if ",nyone can do anything for him. If he gets pleasure out of being unhappy as
he seems to and will not be led by reason, what is there for him? He certainly
doesn't understand himself or his family,and what could anyone do for a guy like
that2 One cannot hope for him to do the rational
thing.
Vihat i& your line of attack? Do you see any prospect of doing an~lthing
for him? If you think there is any pos sibility
of doing anything for him, 1'd
be glad to do my part.
1'11 meet you down there anytime you want to go or do
anything necessary.
But it seems to.me to be a hopeless case. He has his attention
on two things,
a woman,just any woman,and 8.4'giculture. And he doesn't
seem to
give a damn about anything else but the se.tisfaction
of those desires.

Springfield, S. Dak.
December 8, 1945.
Dear Folks:
I seems taht the robin'had 8/hard time getting stat:ted/ I ei ther-didn II; bring the
,letters with me from Bowling'.'Green or I lost them. I did write Ed a le,tt~r but he lost
it. I donl'c-know why he didn':t send their letters on anyway.-'It is fine that Joe has
started it again.,and
we will still have the letters 'for another year.
We have just come through a small blizzard. Today and'yesterday have been lovely
though. Last Saturday we had planned to go to Yankto~ but by noon the roads were slick
and the snow was turning to ice on everything. I hav~ had very little experience driving
in snow or ice so we didn't go. We may go thia afternoon. Yankton is the puniest town
in the country. Everything is just about a third more (cost) than anywhere else and the~e
is nothing over there anyway.
I had a card from Ruby saying ahe and Jack were on their wgy to Washington anii d'
might go on th~ Kentucky. I hope they do get there but I don't envy them the trips
It is good that Jack is back in the $,;ates in good condition.
I do hope Sam gets home
by Christmas. Boys are comming by the thousands all the time. Every night the reporters
tell of numermus ships docking both on the east and west coasts.
We have two weeks (three weekends) for Christmas and I am planning to spend most of
TIthe time in ~ioux City. -If anybody would come to Chicago, I would go there but I will
not try a trlp'-all the way home. Some one s.p,.ould
he able to come that far. I amm writing
to Brown to come .It will l?e an unhappy holiday for him. Not that he has had a happy
Ohristmas or any other time foe a long time. He should go somewhere if he has some time
off. I wish Virginia would be more of a sister to him and make him want to come over
there. He is very unus: sensitive arid he has thought we were alllOagainst"him for ~
long time. Nothing I could say in the summer would make him change his mind. The Ray
stubberness (We all have it in varing degrees) •
I have very little to say about the affair in Lebanon, but I have said plenty to
individuals and I have a pile o£ gray hairs added to the numerous ones already. I amm
sorry for .all of them es,pech113 the ..... \-OA ....." Alice an% Viv~n
gaL~_!XJitt1e
of mv
sympathy though. They are two of the most unattractive
ra s ~
comeln cama-C--~~for many a year. Their training has had a lot'to do with that but Alice is more that
twenty and she should have a little sense. I am still trying to think up somethin for
Dorothy.
She wants to be a medical missionary (the only one of the three who had any
idea oP making plans for future life) and I will see what I can do. I've been debating
asking her to come up here to school. They tell me the Baptist Church don't send girls
to foreign fields untill they are about twenty-five. She really needs a college educath
anyway. She was very much intersted in the work in the summer andif she had gone into
Cadet noursing in June she would have been taken asre of She is a fine girl and has _-__ .
some very good traits ( You may say I think they are good because they are Ray traits
maybe so/. Anyaway she has ambi tion and that is a Ray trait.) Martha was very unhappy
in the summer and she was tired all the time. I think a lot of Martha but her training
was so different from mine(and Brown's,too)that f am unable to see all her side. And I
think she has made a horried mess of raising the two older girli. I do hope they are hola .
1ng Jobs. That will be the making of them • I realize they are just girls but the should
have outgrown the lazy age.Billy is a very fine lad and I would'nt at all be surprised
that this trouble is ~ffecting him most a6 any of them. He thimks a lot of his daddY( Or
at least did) and he is getting to the age he needs an man around. Brown fis especially
fond of him, too. Jim Ed has always been a Mamma boy and he will not be so disturbed.
Evelyn is young enough to get over it. I do intend to try something about Dorothy. Marta
doesn't want them to work or wear made-ov-er cloths.
Since thathls all I know' about going
to college, I will have to do it my way. I believe Dorothy has some common sense. That's
six times as much as I intended to say/
I missed the letters from Joanna and Jettie but it was nice to get the letter from
Jack. Lets keep up the robin and on time tool That's the only contact I have with some
of you. Don't say anything about letters sent but not answered because after certain
lengths of time, all the letters get answered.
I am so glad Miss Jeffries is close to Virginia and that her appartment is ~o comfor.
able. I hope she can stay there indefinately.
,
Joe is the only one with Santa Claus age children so they will have to enjoy them for
a few more years.
c

T
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Virginia wanted to draw names for presents ( I think it's the best way too). SOl&..
Chambers drew-the glips. This is they way it was.: (All this was in the other letter
that was lost but I think everybody knows anyway.)
has
Miss JefferiesVirginiaRuby
Eleanor
Brown
... Ed--(I have tak~n over thi s because -they won't feel like itr;
Eleanor
Brown- ( I got some candle hold.ers ,and a bowl for their
Ed
Joe
(mantle as I ·came through Sioux Bity in the summer,
Virginia
- Miss Jeffries(so will send them an to them. I will sent
Joe
(
•
Ruby
(something individual ••o Brown.)

May you all have a happy Christmas and a New Year worth looking forward to.
/

Love to everyboly
Eleanor

\

\

)

Bentdm, Kentucky
Dec .ll, 1946.

Dear Falke,
The Hobin ble-w in tcday and here goes my part and the Hobin on its way
within 24 hours.
First off/let me welcome our big bud,Jack,back as a participant. It
was interesting to read yourCJccount of the typhoon and we are awfully glad you
came thru it. Detter stay off that rock from here on out. I envy your getting to
go over,but 1 am sure that it is better that I didn't get to make it
1 didn't want to get mixed up in the airing of the family linen but
all the rest except the wisest,lvlissJeff.¢ries,has had his say~soJif 1 am out of
order someone call my i::tttention
to it.-.::>ome
one seems to have ::,oldthe three women
a bill of goods and 1 think I know the salesman. lvhy all of this condemnation of
Vivien end .alice? Do you think there is no smoke where there h a fire'? There io
more to it than merely pas& ing judg¢ment on them with them at Ii di::;tance.1 dare say
not a one of you lWI;)been around them as much as I or knows thE:m any better tht,n 1.
I'd be tbe last to condemn a kid without a trial. Does any of you know their
ambition or the lack of it? You can't just write a kid off the books;they may make
you eat your words;therEls plant of time for them to prove themselves'. It's different
with .one46 years old. He has proved himself that he will not change one little bit
no matter what factors are involved. I think I know the boy in question better than
any of you although I have not lived with him as long as some of you. I fought with
him every da;y for two years because I wouldn't swallow the thin[:';s
he told me to do.
In all of my experience,I have never met a more bull-headed number than my brother,
Brown.
I was down to see him a couple of weeks ago and I can report that he is
the same guy I used to know. He tried to build up a case against l\ilartha
which he
later admitted was a fabrication. He said there was another man in the picture and
set the background as far back as 1940. It didn't go over so well fOD I happened
to know something about it. I asked him why he spread that kind of stuff om iIi.artha
and he said he had to believe it in order to hate her.,admitted that she was the
only wom&cn he ever really loved.,or ever would truly love. He also played the card
about her and the children being atheists. There is more to that than you know. He
tried to play upon their religious fee~ling for him,worked up some members of the
church· on the matter, and ~hartha told him if that was his kind of religion then she
and the children were atheists~for they didn't believe in his kind of religion.
I feel as sorry for Brown as any of you but in a different way. He is
and always has been mentally confused yet he is brilliant along a narrow line. He
ib interested in just two things,argiculture{that is his only religion) and himself.
That excludes hi.s~f'a:nuly.1 i::tm
quite sure that he would like to run out from under _
the responsibilities of the girls;they were blanks anyway in Brovm's way of thinking
and he would like to keep the boys and have IV1i3.rtha.
All that he said'led toward that
conclusion. There are a lot of things about them that you don't know and never will
for they build up a never ending chain of happenings. Separately they are of little
importance and in themselves are not condemning but they add up to a very unhappy
result. Brown was never happy, and I doubt if he ever wanted to be. All of his life someone has been on his neck;some one of his associates has envied him his success
has continually worked against him. Things just don't happen that way in a normal
2 e'There is a certain mental torture in it that preys on Brown's mind.
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I thilliche is a psychologic problem that there is no answer for. He has never
seught or learned the art of happiness. Don't get the idea I'm knocking on him
for I am not. I'm trying to say that he is 90 close to himself that he can't
see or analyse things.
Let me say here that He is doubtless not all to blame;there are seven
other factors involved. They all add up to disunity and a confusion that is
rnaddeni;ng.Trying to raise six kids as full of life as they are is a monumental
task. They, like their dad, have a seemingly unllilmitedsuppl~! of energy and with
ambition which I think they have, they will probably amount to as much or :glare
than the noble Ray family has. 'I'~ley
are just kids and they are still my n<tices
and nephews regardless. I shall always be interested in them whether they pay
me any attention or not. Sure,theJ need a man around the family,but if no one
can have peace with the man around, then there only one other .coursejthat which
the;) have taken. :Maybe a period of separation would enable all concerned to
get their problem adjusted, but it is doubtful~. But how lslarthahas been able
to put up with 21 years living with him is a mystery to me. ~he deserves the
highest combat medal. I would have committed murder or suicide one long before
this. If she can keep the family together, as she says ...
she can,and finish raising
them,m~, hat is off to her. I'll even help her all I can,for I am interested
in those kids more than I am their father. It has been demonstrated over and over
th",t he can't be changed. I'm still interestlildin him vd th all of his faults, but
I can't write his faults off by recounting Martha's. I recognise at the same time
that I probabl, have more faults than both of them put together,nnd like Brown
can't se",them. I am made of the same stuff thut he is,but I try to understand
m>self.
1

Like Ruby,the whole affair has worried me, but it has worried me for. years.
and I have tried on many occasions to talk to Brovm about it,but he would
never talk about anything but argiculture or some allied subject. He says it was
all a complete surprise to him. It wasjhe never gave his fwnily a thought, took
them for granted. Says if he had known it it would have never happ~ned. He would
not listen. Any of you can talk to him five minutes and at the end of the conver&ation ask him what you have said,as I have done many times,and I will give
you five dmllars for every word he remembers. We' still be even. I'll be frank
I don't know what the s'olution is; I doubt if there is a solution.
1 know that ::lomeof you wwll forever condenm me for what I have said
ana I dont care. Pour it on me;I'll take it good naturedly. l'll even laugh
with you. No~e of you could ever make me mad enough never to want to see you
again or for me to lose interest in you. You are a part of me and like me you
all went thru a considerable amount of Hell. That's water over the dam.
I think I can understand why you rush to Brown's defensejare you not kin to
Aunt Kate? Now, I will gl~ldly do anything in the world for Brown &hort of white
wash him. I have discussed all angles of the matter with him, and 1 am sure that
1 don't know what is the best thing for him. I wish I did know. If any of you
can come up with an answer, I'll gladly fall in line.
Let me wish you all a very l\mRRY CHRISTMAS \
Lots of Love,

UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA
UNIVERSITY,
DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL

ALABAMA

SCIENCE
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13, 1945

Dear Folks:
I was just complaining to myself yesterday that the old Robin
was taking entirely too long to get on his way, and then this morning he blows in on us. It was good to hear all the news, but not so
good to hear all the pros and cons on the Lebanon, Tennessee, mess.
I find it very difficult to disagree with anything that Ed says
on the one side or that Ruby says on the other. Let's not Hk~ upbraid
each other on the deal. lNe' all love Brown and this thing has happened
to him. There is little that we can do to change it. We can sympathize with him and offer him fellowship.
VVe can even agree tacitly
with some of the whoppers he's building up to justify himself.
He's
full of contradictions, and he doesn't use his mind. He has always
yelled and bulled his way through things, and now he finds himself
hog-tied.
I'm desperately sorry for him. But I'm quite firmly convinced that there is nothing we cando for him except show him as
much affection as 'oNe can -- make him feel that at least we love him.
And it will do him nor any of us any good to try to place the blame
for his plIght.
B U'11THE MAIN THING IS THIS: everybody now has had his chance to
speak,his piece about the mess, and we ought not poison the Robin
with the pros and cons of it any more.
It's all right to I' eport any
facts or messages from him, but the pros and cons are all water under
the bridge.
And above all, we mustn!t get to fussing at each other
about him. There's plenty to write about in the Robin besides tb..B. t
business.
I 1Nas very much set up this morning l'ight after breakfast to
have a call from Ruby and Jack; they were at Virginia's.
We have
been hoping that they would come by to see us, but had a feeling they
wouldn't.
Then they said this morning that they would have except
that Ruby got sick in B. G. Any of the other news they told me will
be stale stuff by the time the Robin gets to them, so I won't report
on them and they can do it themselves when"the Robin gets to S. R.
Jettie and the children are doing fine. Jettie is taking down
Sally's vocabulary.
Scott is learning to read and is eating up this
first grade business.
He's a little pansy, but they tell me not to
worry about it, that all such matters are xxki~ taken care of when
the sap begins to rise.
I'm waiting to see. David is rough and
rowdy, slow to use his intelligence but displaying plenty when the chips
are down. He and a little boy down the street concluded the other day
that basement windowNs don't count, and they proceeded to chunk rocks
through six or eight panes.
I'm going to travel throughout the South in search of graduate
students for our Southern Regional Training Program in Public Adlninistration during the months of January and February.
Will get as far
north as Virginia dnd Kentucky -- hope to see Ed and Ginna and Brovm
en route. Must sign off. Lots of love tO~~l'

Bowling Green, Kentucky.
Christmas

Day, Dec.25,

194:5.

Deal;"Folks:
This is the third Christmas that our family
has been divided,
and we, could,' not get up much Christmas
spirit.
I did not send a single Cpristmas card or ~ive
a gift to anybody but Miss Jeffr4:es,
a subscriptiori
to
Na.tional Gorgra.phic, and Joe a sweater, Ray hanO-kerchiefs
Christmas Eve we had a letter, from Sam saying
he was on his way to China, and would not be home f,or six
months or a year, and i.,his sure did knock uhe wind out
of our sails,
and left us in the dumps. We had given
up hopes of his coming home 'for Christmas, but did hope
he would get home by the l~Bt of January~
However, we had our Christmas While Jack
and Ruby were here, turkey t old bam, etc, and Edd and
his family to sh~.re it all wi'th us.
.Tack kept going out
and bringing in things to eat plus the turkey until we
really rdid have do feast.
Jack looks fi ne, and pleases.
me more and more every time we are toge~her.
Ruby was
" pun:\r~hile they were, as Jack said and he kidded her all
the time about putting 'her under t.he sod while she was
here so he would.ntt have to cart her back, but realcly
he Was awfully sorry for her because she counted so much
on this trip, but she finarly
did get up and do most of'
the things she want.·ed to I believe,
at least saw most of
the family, and looked r,eal sty lish and prett i'3r than
she was l'1st Christtras.Her
new t~eth are a decided
improvement. Jack brought along shells a.nd Japenese ch in'3.
he dug out ,of a cave in Okinowa, ~nd had int.eresting
talk.
Ray enjoyed him and all of the crowd immensely •

.Tack I am still
interestin~
in a Tot S:flop,
than Katie, ann we may
and Josie is more interested
open up a shop around about GE~ ...t ...r""""", and f eatu
re some
.

Q

-",,".,.~,.

ha.nd-made toys with our openin~, and Easter baskets.
Write m~ all vou know about where to buv. and what
type of 't:,inss make more money. We woUld have to 9:flen
up on a shoe string t and copy all the things we could
that we bought and· sell for the s~1I1eprice as ready ...mg,de
things, .Tots clothes frnI'i infant to eight years.
Eleanor
tell me what Y0U know about your Tot Shops.
Where did
you get t'1f'3P-tockin€ doll you brought Sally.
Could you
get the pattern
for-that
one.
It was one of the cutest
ones I have ev~r seen.
Jettie
v.t'J uld be the one to go in
bUBlness with, as she could copy anytning she saw for
li ttle girls.
Bu:t I am a pretty p-;uodCQPy.~att and believe
we would have to 'do a lot of it until we built
up a~ood
trade.
We might not pay
our rent the 1:'irst two or uhree
months, but 'b~11f3ve there is reom in this town for such
a shop.
We -are going to have a ~a.strer-Knott' Department
'store hel"-e, and t}:J.eynay have a Child['en's
Department,
but up to now there is nothi~
for children.
v

.
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We did talk a little
_about__Quilding out near
Kat j e Wilso n, but we are about out of. the not ion, or I
am. Ray would worry himself sirck if the building
'began
to rlln into momy t and -a new house would not be much
plea.sure to us if he got himself in the hospital
v'ioTr-jiing
0sbout it.

this

t

Joe Wi:tson and Billy
and must cut it sh ort.

gat sorry

Chaney a.fe waiting

for

Love to every blasted
one of us, and when you
for us, take orf .and ~ me to see us.
Love,
Virginia.

